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Abstract

The remarkable progress that has been made in semiconductormanufacturing tech-

nologies during the past few years has significantly improved the performance of VLSI

circuits. However, it has also created many new challenges in the field of computer

aided design of electronic circuits. Some of the key issues that need to be addressed

include providing CAD tools the capability of handling the effects that have become

important in today’s high performance circuits and developing high efficiency analy-

sis and optimization algorithms so that they can be used to effectively design ICs that

contain hundreds of millions of transistors.

In this thesis, we tackle several problems that are currently of interest to the CAD

community, and special attention is paid to the efficiency ofthe algorithms being de-

veloped. The first part of the thesis focuses on the development of a high efficiency

thermal simulation strategy for early stages of physical design. Several Green function-

based thermal simulation algorithms are presented, and they can be used, respectively,

to perform localized thermal analysis, full chip temperature profiling, and thermal sim-

ulations where the accuracy requirement differs from placeto place over the same chip.

The accuracy and efficiency of the algorithms are demonstrated through comparisons

with the results from a commercial computational fluid dynamic (CFD) software for

thermal analysis.

The second part of the thesis is concerned with the I/O pin limitation problem in
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VLSI circuits with high performance and high integration density. Technology trend

shows that while the current consumption of a VLSI chip will increase in the future

due to the enhanced functionality, the number of package pins does not change signif-

icantly. As a result, the number of pins for each unit of current delivered is actually

reduced in future ICs, which makes the pin limitation problem a new bottle neck in chip

design. The stacked-Vdd circuit paradigm, in which modulesare assigned to different

Vdd domains so as to reduce the currents flowing through the power grids, is a good

candidate in resolving the pin limitation problem. However, it is crucial to maintain

the current balance between the modules operating in different Vdd domains so that

the power consumption of the circuit is not unnecessarily increased. In this part of the

thesis, a graph partition-based algorithm is developed to assign modules to different

Vdd domains efficiently and experimental results show that it is much more effective

in reducing the power waste in stacked-Vdd circuits than a bin-packing technique.

Finally, in the last part of the thesis, we address the issue of optimizing on-chip

spiral inductors, which are key components in many RF integrated circuits (RFICs).

A sequential quadratic programming (SQP) based approach isused to optimize the

quality factorQ of inductors. The SQP technique has the advantage of being easily

adaptable to any physical model of the inductor, and therefore is not limited by model

accuracy. In addition, fast convergence can be expected if the starting point of the

numerical iterations is not too far away from an optimum of the objective function.
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To reduce the possibility that the algorithm is trapped at a local optimal point, we

choose to run the SQP algorithm multiple times starting fromrandomly generated

initial points, and experimental results show that high quality inductors can be obtained

using this approach within a very reasonable amount of time.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

One of the major driving forces of the semiconductor industry is the capability

of the foundries to manufacture progressively smaller features on chip, and therefore

increase the device count per silicon area. Smaller featuresize and higher device pack-

ing density are essential for improving the performance of VLSI circuits thanks to the

reduced gate and interconnect delays. In Table 1.1, the technology trend as projected

by the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) [Sem] is pre-

sented. It can be seen that by the year 2011, a state-of-the-art chip may contain over

700 million transistors and run at frequencies approaching18GHz. In addition, be-

cause of the tremendous progress that has been made in CMOS technologies, circuit

designers today routinely integrate heterogeneous functional units such as digital sig-

nal processors and RF front end circuitries over the same dieso as to improve the cost
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Year Technology Number of Number of f Vdd Power
Node (nm) Transistors Wire Levels (GHz) (V) (W)

2005 54 193M 11 5.2 1.1 167
2006 48 193M 11 6.8 1.1 180
2007 42 386M 12 9.3 1.1 189
2008 38 386M 12 11.0 1.0 198
2009 34 386M 12 12.4 1.0 198
2010 30 773M 12 15.0 1.0 198
2011 27 773M 12 17.7 0.9 198

Table 1.1: Trends in IC technology parameters as projected by ITRS.

effectiveness of building complicated systems.

Although the future of the semiconductor industry appears promising, keeping the

pace of progress that has been observed in the past and following the trend as pro-

jected by the ITRS need collaborated efforts between circuit designers, device and

manufacturing engineers, and CAD tool developers. Due to the high complexity of

VLSI circuits, the application of CAD tools has long been an indispensable compo-

nent in circuit design, and with the demands for more functional but more complicated

ICs continuously growing, CAD tools will play an even more important role in IC

designs in the years to come.

There are several challenges facing CAD tool developers today. The first challenge

concerns the incorporation into CAD tools the effects that have become critical for

VLSI designs in the nanometer regime. Some of the prominent examples of these

effects include process variation issues, thermal issues,and lithography related issues.

These issues have only been of secondary importance during the past, and therefore
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have not been the major considerations in many mainstream CAD tools. However,

the shrinking feature size and escalating power consumption of contemporary VLSI

circuits have made it imperative for CAD tools to incorporate these effects such that

the design closure can be achieved with a reasonable amount of design effort. Another

challenge that CAD tool developers must deal with is the increasing complexity of

VLSI circuits. Nowadays, with designs containing hundredsof millions of transistors,

the time complexity of a CAD algorithm used to assist the design process has become

one of the most critical factors in determining the time-to-market of the final product.

Therefore, the development of high efficiency CAD algorithms has gained significant

interest in the CAD community. In this thesis, we will tackleseveral challenges that

have been presented to CAD tool developers recently, and special attention is paid to

the efficiency of the algorithms that are being developed.

The first part of the thesis focuses on the thermal analysis inphysical design. As

described previously, the technology trend in the semiconductor industry is to increase

the device packing density and run circuits at higher frequencies. A side effect of

this trend is that power consumptions of chips will escalate, which leads to elevated

on-chip temperatures. High temperature could be detrimental to both the performance

and reliability of circuits. As pointed out in [CLRK00], thedelay of aluminum in-

terconnect goes up by 30% when the temperature rises from 25°C to 100°C, and it

was reported in [RBMH98] that the electromigration-induced mean-time-to-failure of
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interconnect is reduced by 90% when the temperature increases from 25°C to 52.5°C.

This situation has made it crucial to consider thermal issues during the design process

so as to ensure the proper operation of the manufactured circuits. Generally, designers

use thermal analysis softwares to verify that a design does not exceed the thermal bud-

get, e.g., the maximum allowed on-chip temperature. This analysis can be performed

in the final verification phase of the design if the circuit is not very complicated. For

today’s multi-million gate VLSI circuits, however, it is nolonger practical to carry out

the thermal analysis after the design is almost completed because if a thermal con-

straint is violated, it will be too expensive to go up the design hierarchy and fix the

problem. This reality has made it obvious that thermal analysis should be incorporated

into early stages of physical design such as thermal-aware floorplanning and placement

where there is more flexibility in modifying the design and itis relatively inexpensive

to fix the problems that arise. One of the key characteristicsthat a thermal analysis

software must possess in order to be used effectively in early stages of physical design

is high efficiency, since at these design stages, thermal analysis is often used as part

of the simulation core of an optimization engine where a large design space of possi-

ble physical layouts must be explored and an independent calculation on temperature

distribution has to be performed for each candidate layout.In this part of the thesis,

a high efficiency thermal simulation strategy that can be used to facilitate the thermal

analysis in early stages of physical design is developed. Three Green function-based
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thermal simulation algorithms are presented. They take advantage of the special char-

acteristics of the thermal problems encountered in chip design so as to improve the

efficiency, and they can be used, respectively, to perform localized thermal analysis,

full-chip temperature profiling, and thermal simulations where the accuracy require-

ment differs from place to place over the same chip. The accuracy and efficiency of

the three algorithms are demonstrated through comparisonswith the results from a

commercial computational fluid dynamic (CFD) software for thermal analysis.

The second part of the thesis tackles the I/O pin limitation problem, which is an

important issue in the design of high performance circuits that have enhanced func-

tionalities and switch at high frequencies. I/O pins fall into two categories: those used

to deliver signals and those that deliver power (Vdd or ground). While increased on-

chip functionalities lead to a demand for more signal I/O pins, the demand for power

is stronger. In contemporary and future technologies, one-half to two-thirds of all I/O

pins must be dedicated to power delivery so as to reduce the worst case IR andL di
dt

noise in the power grids, while the total number of package pins does not increase

significantly. As a result, as the total current consumptionof a chip goes up due to the

increasing circuit complexity and higher switching frequency, each power pin must de-

liver a larger amount of current to the chip. This trend can beclearly seen in Fig. 1.1,

which is created based on the data from ITRS [Sem]. In other words, as IC technolo-

gies advance, the number of pins for each unit of current delivered is actually reduced.
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Figure 1.1: Trend of current delivered per power pin based onthe data from ITRS.

The pin limitation problem is especially pronounced in the emerging 3D IC tech-

nology which has appeared recently as a promising alternative to the prevailing 2D IC

technology. One of the primary advantages of the 3D IC technology is that by stack-

ing multiple dies vertically while reducing the footprint area of each die, interconnect

delays of long wires can be significantly reduced. Nevertheless, the pin limitation

problem is exacerbated here: for a 3D chip withk tiers, the amount of current to be

supplied isk times as much as for a 2D chip with the same footprint, but the number

of available pins is essentially the same. Viewing this another way, if we were to trans-
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form a 2D IC to ak-tier 3D IC implementing the same functionality, the numberof

pins accessible to the circuit will be reduced to1
k

of the original value because of the

much smaller footprint area. This situation has made it imperative to consider the pin

limitation issue in the design of 3D ICs.

One of the viable ways of alleviating the pin limitation problem is to use the

stacked-Vdd circuit paradigm where power is delivered to the chip as multiples of

the regular supply voltage and modules are distributed to different Vdd domains so

that the total current flowing through the power grids is reduced, which brings down

the number of power pins required to supply currents to the circuit. However, a sig-

nificant amount of power may be wasted in a circuit designed using this paradigm if

the currents consumed by the modules operating in differentVdd domains are not bal-

anced. In this part of the thesis, we present a partition-based algorithm for efficiently

assigning modules at the floorplanning level so as to maximally reduce the power

waste during the operation of the circuit. Experimental results on a DLX architecture

show that compared with assigning modules to different Vdd rails using a bin-packing

technique, the circuit generated by our algorithm has about32% less wasted power,

on average, and therefore is more suitable for low power operations. In addition, ex-

periments on a 3D IC example show that our module assignment approach is equally

effective in reducing the power waste in 3D ICs.

The third part of the thesis is devoted to a problem that circuit designers have

7



encountered while integrating heterogeneous functional units such as digital and RF

circuits over the same die. Experiences have shown that for some integrated RF de-

vices, it is extremely difficult to make them as good as their discrete counterparts. The

most pronounced example of this is the integrated spiral inductor whose quality factor

Q is much lower than that of an equivalent discrete inductor. As a result, optimization

has become indispensable during the design of on-chip inductors because designers

must strive to find the optimal design parameters in order forthe device to achieve a

reasonable performance. High efficiency is again an important criterion in judging the

usefulness of an inductor optimization algorithm because acomplicated circuit may

contain many integrated RF devices and a highly efficient optimization tool may sig-

nificantly improve the throughput of the design process. In this part of the thesis, we

will develop an efficient on-chip inductor optimization algorithm based on the sequen-

tial quadratic programming (SQP) technique. The SQP approach has the advantage

of not relying on a specific form of the inductor model, and therefore is not restricted

by model accuracy. In addition, high convergence rate can beexpected if the starting

point of the numerical iterations is not too far away from an optimum of the objec-

tive function. To reduce the possibility that the algorithmis trapped at a local optimal

point, we choose to run the SQP algorithm multiple times starting from randomly gen-

erated initial points, and experimental results show that high quality inductors can be

obtained using this approach within a very reasonable amount of time.
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Chapter 2

High Efficiency Thermal Simulation

Algorithms

2.1 Overview of Thermal Simulation Algorithms

As pointed out in the previous chapter, thermal simulation has become an indis-

pensable component of many physical design processes during the past few years due

to the escalating power consumption of today’s high performance VLSI circuits and

the resulting elevated on-chip temperature. In a nutshell,thermal simulation involves

the solution of a parabolic partial differential equation (PDE)

∂T (r, t)

∂t
=

k

ρcp
∇2T (r, t) +

g(r, t)

ρcp
(2.1)

9



under an appropriate set of boundary conditions, whereT , t, g, k, and cp are the

temperature distribution, time, power density distribution, thermal conductivity, and

heat capacity of the chip material, respectively. Based on the type of analysis they

perform, thermal simulation algorithms can be generally divided into two categories,

i.e., those for transient analysis and those for steady-state analysis.

Transient analysis is concerned with the time evolution of the temperature distri-

bution within a chip given a time-varying power density distribution, and can be per-

formed efficiently using the thermal ADI algorithm proposedby Wanget al. in [WC02].

To understand how the ADI algorithm works, we must first discretize the PDE (2.1)

in both the time and space domains. For simplicity, we assumethat the time domain

discretization takes a backward Euler scheme and the space domain discretization is

carried out using finite differentiation. The discretized PDE is given in the form

T n+1
i,j,k − T n

i,j,k

∆t
=

k

ρcp
[
T n+1

i+1,j,k − 2T n+1
i,j,k + T n+1

i−1,j,k

(∆x)2
+

T n+1
i,j+1,k − 2T n+1

i,j,k + T n+1
i,j−1,k

(∆y)2
+

T n+1
i,j,k+1 − 2T n+1

i,j,k + T n+1
i,j,k−1

(∆z)2
] +

gn
i,j,k

ρcp
(2.2)

whereT n
i,j,k = T (i∆x, j∆y, k∆z, n∆t) andgn

i,j,k = g(i∆x, j∆y, k∆z, n∆t) are the

temperature and power density at node(i∆x, j∆y, k∆z) at time stepn∆t, respec-

tively. The node indexing scheme is visualized in Fig. 2.1. Alinear equation similar

to (2.2) can be written for each node, and the resulting system of linear equations can
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be solved to obtain the temperature distribution at time step (n + 1)∆t given the tem-

perature distribution at time stepn∆t. The time complexity of solving this system of

linear equations is superlinear in terms of the number of nodes.

i, j, k

i− 1, j, k i + 1, j, k

i, j − 1, k

i, j + 1, k

i, j, k − 1

i, j, k + 1

x

y

z

Figure 2.1: The node indexing scheme for the spatial domain discretization.

To accelerate the solution process, the thermal ADI algorithm takes a different

approach in finding the temperature distribution at time step (n + 1)∆t given the tem-

perature distribution at time stepn∆t. Instead of solving the system of linear equations

corresponding to (2.2) directly, it divides each time step into three sub-steps and solves

three systems of linear equations in tandem. In mathematical form, these three systems

of linear equations can be represented by
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Step I

T
n+ 1

3

i,j,k − T n
i,j,k

∆t
=

k

ρcp
[
T

n+ 1

3

i+1,j,k − 2T
n+ 1

3

i,j,k + T
n+ 1

3

i−1,j,k

(∆x)2
+

T n
i,j+1,k − 2T n

i,j,k + T n
i,j−1,k

(∆y)2
+

T n
i,j,k+1 − 2T n

i,j,k + T n
i,j,k−1

(∆z)2
] +

gn
i,j,k

ρcp
(2.3)

Step II

T
(n+ 2

3
)

i,j,k − T
(n+ 1

3
)

i,j,k

∆t
=

k

ρcp
[
T

n+ 1

3

i+1,j,k − 2T
n+ 1

3

i,j,k + T
n+ 1

3

i−1,j,k

(∆x)2
+

T
n+ 2

3

i,j+1,k − 2T
n+ 2

3

i,j,k + T
n+ 2

3

i,j−1,k

(∆y)2
+

T
n+ 1

3

i,j,k+1 − 2T
n+ 1

3

i,j,k + T
n+ 1

3

i,j,k−1

(∆z)2
] +

gn
i,j,k

ρcp
(2.4)

Step III

T
(n+1)
i,j,k − T

(n+ 2

3
)

i,j,k

∆t
=

k

ρcp

[
T

n+ 2

3

i+1,j,k − 2T
n+ 2

3

i,j,k + T
n+ 2

3

i−1,j,k

(∆x)2
+

T
n+ 2

3

i,j+1,k − 2T
n+ 2

3

i,j,k + T
n+ 2

3

i,j−1,k

(∆y)2
+

T n+1
i,j,k+1 − 2T n+1

i,j,k + T n+1
i,j,k−1

(∆z)2
] +

gn
i,j,k

ρcp
(2.5)

It is easy to see that in each sub-step, the system of linear equations to be solved is

implicit in only one spatial direction. Therefore, the corresponding coefficient matrix

is tridiagonal, and it is well known that a tridiagonal linear system can be solved in

linear time. As a result, the time complexity of obtaining the temperature distribution

at time step(n + 1)∆t given the temperature distribution at time stepn∆t becomes
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linear in terms of the number of nodes, which is a significant improvement over solving

(2.2) directly. In the original thermal ADI work, the Crank-Nicolson scheme was used

for the discretization in time domain to provide added numerical accuracy.

Steady-state analysis, on the other hand, is interested in the stabilized temperature

distribution given a time-independent power density distribution or a power density

distribution averaged over time. In this chapter, we will focus on the steady-state

thermal analysis. Mathematically, a steady-state thermalanalysis problem can be con-

sidered as solving the Poisson’s equation

∇2T (r) = −g(r)

k
(2.6)

under an appropriate set of boundary conditions. During thepast few years, several

steady-state thermal simulation algorithms have been usedin chip design. The finite

difference method (FDM) [TK00] discretizes the differential operator∇2 in (2.6) so

that the differential equation becomes

Ti+1,j,k − 2Ti,j,k + Ti−1,j,k

(∆x)2
+

Ti,j+1,k − 2Ti,j,k + Ti,j−1,k

(∆y)2
+

Ti,j,k+1 − 2Ti,j,k + Ti,j,k−1

(∆z)2

= −gi,j,k

k
(2.7)

whereTi,j,k = T (i∆x, j∆y, k∆z) andgi,j,k = g(i∆x, j∆y, k∆z) are the temperature
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and power density at node(i∆x, j∆y, k∆z), respectively. Then the finite difference

equations corresponding to each of the nodes in the space domain are collected and the

resulting system of linear equations are solved to obtain the temperature distribution.

In [TK00], a thermal circuit analogous to an electrical network was used to visualize

the discretization scheme shown in (2.7).

A competing method that has been used in chip design to perform the steady-state

thermal analysis is the finite element method (FEM) [GS03]. The FEM is based on

the observation that if a functionT (r) solves equation (2.6), it will also minimize the

functional

I(T (r)) =
1

2

∫

V

[k∇2T (r)−2g(r)T (r)]dV −
∫

Γq

q(r)T (r)+

∫

Γh

[hT∞T (r)−1

2
hT 2(r)]

(2.8)

where the integration overΓq corresponds to portions of the boundary where the heat

flux boundary conditions are enforced, and the integration overΓh corresponds to por-

tions of the boundary where the convective boundary conditions are enforced. Finding

the exact functionT (r) so thatI(T (r)) in (2.8) is minimized is difficult. Therefore, the

FEM tries to find a function that minimizesI(T (r)) within a much reduced functional

space. To achieve this objective, the FEM meshes the space domain of the problem and

constructsT (r) using a linear combination of a set of local basis functions.The coef-

ficient of each basis function approximates the temperatureat a particular node within
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the mesh. If we set the first derivative ofI(T (r)) with respect to each coefficient of

the basis functions to zero, we will obtain a system of linearequations

KT = P (2.9)

whereK is the global stiffness matrix,T is the vector of unknown nodal temperatures,

andP is the vector representing the power distribution. Equation (2.9) can be solved

using any linear solver to obtain the temperature distribution.

The advantages of the FDM and FEM include their robustness and high accuracy.

In addition, the FEM also possesses the capability of handling complicated boundary

conditions. The primary drawback of the FDM and FEM rests on the fact that they

always require volume meshing of the entire substrate even though the devices are

usually fabricated only in a thin layer close to the top surface of the IC chip. Hence,

even for the cases where only the temperature distribution within the device layer is

of interest, we still have to solve a large system of linear equations corresponding to

the volume meshing, which leads to low efficiency. In [LPAC04], a thermal simulation

algorithm based on the solution of the finite difference equations using the multigrid

approach was proposed, and its high efficiency has made the full-chip thermal simula-

tion practical for the optimizations in physical designs.

The boundary element method (BEM) constitutes another class of thermal simula-
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tion algorithms in which the volume meshing of the substrateis avoided. An important

underlying concept in the BEM is the Green function, which describes the temperature

distribution within the chip when a unit point power source is present. For the simple

geometries encountered in chip design, the explicit form ofthe Green function can

be obtained, and the temperature field under an arbitrary power density distribution

can be calculated by integrating the corresponding Green function. Because the BEM

only meshes the power generating surfaces in thermal simulations as opposed to the

meshing of the entire substrate by the FDM and FEM, it naturally leads to a smaller

problem size, and hence has the potential of achieving high efficiency. However, the

actual runtime of an algorithm implemented using the BEM depends critically on how

efficient the Green function is evaluated and how the temperature distribution is cal-

culated given the power density distribution. In [HS90], the classical Green function

approach was used in thermal simulations where the Green function was utilized di-

rectly to evaluate the temperature field in a rectangular-shaped substrate. Because the

underlying Green function is expressed as a multiple-infinite summation and it has to

be truncated at high indices in actual implementations to maintain a reasonable ac-

curacy, the efficiency of this method is rather low. In [CK99], the method of images

was used to obtain the Green function in closed form at the expense of relaxing the

boundary conditions by assuming that the chip is infinitely large horizontally. The ad-

vantage of this method is that the Green function can be computed on-line efficiently
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and thus it is suitable for optimization purposes. However,by assuming that the chip is

infinitely large horizontally, the on-chip temperature will be severely under-estimated

especially near the boundaries of the actual chip, althoughthe locations of the hot

spots can be correctly identified as shown in [CK99]. In [WM04], an efficient algo-

rithm for evaluating the temperature field in VLSI chips using a semi-analytical form

of the Green function was proposed which takes into account the multilayered nature

of the semiconductor substrates used in IC fabrications. Nevertheless, this method

also assumes that the chip is infinitely large horizontally,and therefore it has the same

problem as [CK99].

Note that the computation of the steady-state temperature distributionT in thermal

problems is very similar to the computation of the potentialfield φ in electrical prob-

lems. BothT andφ satisfy the Poisson’s equation, and the power sourceP in thermal

problems corresponds to the chargeq in electrical problems. In [GM96] and [NGM98],

the discrete cosine transform (DCT) is combined with a tablelook-up approach to im-

prove the efficiency of using the Green function to calculatethe electrical potential

distribution within a rectangular-shaped substrate. In this method, the multiple-infinite

summation contained in the expression of the Green functionis not evaluated on-line.

Instead, look-up table and vectors are established in advance so that each evaluation

of the Green function is reduced to the summation of a constant and 80 terms in the

look-up table and vectors. This is a significant improvementover the direct evaluation
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of the multiple-infinite summation in the classical Green function method, which may

involve thousands or even more terms to ensure a reasonable accuracy. Since the look-

up table and vectors only have to be computed once for each technology and substrate

geometry, but are independent of where the devices are located on the chip, they can be

obtained in the pre-characterization phase of the design and used many times in the op-

timization process. As a result, the amortized cost of establishing the look-up table and

vectors can be ignored in practice. Our first thermal simulation algorithm (Algorithm

I) follows a similar line of analysis as in [GM96] and [NGM98]. The difference is

that since the boundary conditions encountered in thermal problems are different from

those in electrical problems, the Green function and the look-up table and vectors must

be re-derived to reflect the special characteristics of the thermal problems.

The improvement in efficiency of Algorithm I, as compared with that of the classi-

cal Green function method, comes from its faster evaluationof the expressions involv-

ing the Green function in calculating the temperature field,and compared with other

fast algorithms such as the ones presented in [CK99] and [WM04], our algorithm can

achieve a much higher accuracy because it does not assume that the chip is infinitely

large horizontally, and hence it can take the proper boundary conditions into consid-

eration. Asymptotically, however, the classical Green function method, the algorithms

in [CK99] and [WM04], and our Algorithm I all have the same time complexity of

O(Ns·Nf ), whereNs is the number of power source regions andNf is the number of
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temperature field regions. For cell level full-chip thermalsimulations where the num-

ber of heat sources is large and the temperature profile over the entire chip is sought,

however, a still faster algorithm is required.

In [CCS99], Costaet al. proposed an elegant algorithm for efficiently performing

the full-chip electrical potential profiling, which is a keystep in solving substrate par-

asitic extraction problems. This algorithm combines the concept of functional eigen-

decomposition with the technique of the DCT to reduce the overall runtime of full-chip

electrical potential profiling fromO(N 2
gc) to O(Ngc× log(Ngc)), whereNgc is the total

number of grid cells. Because of the parallelism between thethermal problem and the

electrical problem, we can use a similar approach to reduce the asymptotic runtime of

full-chip temperature profiling. We have implemented such an approach in our sec-

ond algorithm (Algorithm II), and we will present it from theperspective of spectral

domain computations that are familiar to engineers. Note that the temperature distribu-

tion can be obtained by convolving the power density distribution with the underlying

Green function, and it is well known that convolutions in thespace domain correspond

to point-wise multiplications in the spectral domain. Therefore, using the spectral do-

main computations in conjunction with the DCT for transforming the data between

space and spectral domains, we will be able to significantly reduce the runtime of full-

chip temperature profiling. Our algorithm takes a piece-wise constant power density

map as the input and generates a piece-wise constant temperature map as the output.
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The primary steps of the algorithm include:

1. Obtaining the spectral domain representation of the power density map using

the 2D DCT. The order of the DCT expansion is determined dynamically by the

power density map instead of being seta priori to ensure the accuracy.

2. Calculating the spectral domain representation of the temperature map by multi-

plying each spectral component of the power density map by the corresponding

spectral response of the linear system determined by the Green function.

3. Using a 2D inverse discrete cosine transform (IDCT) to obtain the temperature

map from its spectral domain representation.

Both the 2D DCT and the 2D IDCT can be calculated efficiently using the 2D fast

Fourier transform (FFT). The asymptotic time complexity ofthe overall algorithm is

O(Ngs×log(Ngs)) + O(Ngf×log(Ngf)), whereNgs andNgf are the number of grid

cells in the power source layer and temperature field layer, respectively. Hence, for cal-

culating the full-chip temperature profile, the time complexity of Algorithm II is much

smaller than that of Algorithm I, which isO(Ngs·Ngf). Note that the lower asymp-

totic time complexity of Algorithm II does not invalidate the usefulness of Algorithm

I because, as will be elaborated in Section 2.3.4, AlgorithmI often works better for

localized analysis, where the effects of a few critical circuit blocks on the temperature

distribution in a few key regions are of interest.
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Our third algorithm (Algorithm III) is a combination of Algorithm I and II, and

it possesses the capability of performing thermal simulations where the accuracy re-

quirement differs from place to place over the same chip, e.g., in mixed signal designs

where analog circuits are fabricated on the same chip as digital circuits, the analog

blocks often have more stringent accuracy requirements on thermal simulations be-

cause the operations of the analog circuits are more sensitive to temperature. Algo-

rithm III reflects the idea of the pre-corrected FFT, which has been used extensively

in the IC parasitic extraction works [PW97] [HBZ+03] [CCS98]. The algorithm first

uses coarse grids to divide the source and field planes where each grid cell in the source

plane can contain several logic gates or analog functional units, and the size of each

grid cell in the field plane satisfies the accuracy requirements of the digital circuits.

The power density of each grid cell in the source plane can be obtained by adding up

the contributions from the logic gates and analog functional units that are located in it.

A coarse temperature map for the field plane is then obtained from the coarse power

density map using Algorithm II and is used for the digital blocks. Finally, for each

analog functional unit on the field plane whose temperature is to be calculated more

accurately, we use Algorithm I to compute the contributionsto its temperature rise

from the nearby logic gates and analog function units on the source plane, and use this

result to correct the temperature obtained by Algorithm II over the coarse grid cell.

Our algorithms are all implemented in C++ and experimental results show that
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they can achieve relative errors of around1% compared with that of a commercial

computational fluid dynamic (CFD) software package for thermal analysis, while their

efficiencies are orders of magnitude higher than that of the classical Green function

method. The rest of the chapter will be organized as follows.In Section 2.2, we

formulate the temperature field computation problem and present the concept of Green

function for thermal problems. In Section 2.3, we discuss indetail the three thermal

simulation algorithms. Section 2.4 shows the experimentalresults, and the summary

is provided in Section 2.5.

2.2 Problem Formulation and the Green Function for

Thermal Problems

2.2.1 Problem formulation

Fig. 2.2(a) shows an IC chip with the associated packaging, and Fig. 2.2(b) shows

a schematic of the structure in Fig. 2.2(a) where the packaging including the heat

spreader and the heat sink has been simplified but the multilayered structure of the

chip is explicitly shown. As stated in the previous section,the steady-state temperature
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Chip

Packaging

(a) (b)

a

b

Heat spreader
Heat sink

Chip

z = 0

z = −d1

z = −dN−1
z = −dN

Figure 2.2: Schematic of a VLSI chip with packaging (a) IC chip and the packaging
structure (b) simplified model of the chip and packaging.

distribution inside the chip is governed by Poisson’s equation

∇2T (r) = −g(r)

kl(r)

(2.10)

wherer = (x, y, z), T (r) is the temperature (°C) distribution inside the chip,g(r) is

the volume power density (W/m3), andkl(r) is the thermal conductivity (W/(m·°C))

of the layer where pointr is located [Ozi68]. The vertical surfaces and the top sur-

face of the chip are assumed to be adiabatic [Kok74], and the bottom surface of

the chip is assumed to be convective, with an effective heat transfer coefficienth

(W/(m2·°C)) [CRT+98]. In mathematical form, these boundary conditions can beex-
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pressed as

∂T (r)

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=0,a

=
∂T (r)

∂y

∣∣∣∣
y=0,b

= 0 (2.11)

∂T (r)

∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=0

= 0 (2.12)

kN
∂T (r)

∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=−dN

= h (T (r)|z=−dN
− Ta) (2.13)

whereTa is the ambient temperature, andkN is the thermal conductivity of the bottom

layer of the chip. In addition, we enforce the continuity conditions at the interface

between adjacent layers within the multilayered chip, i.e.,

T (r)|z=−di+ε = T (r)|z=−di−ε (2.14)

ki
∂T (r)

∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=−di+ε

= ki+1
∂T (r)

∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=−di−ε

(2.15)

whereε is an infinitesimally small quantity andki is the thermal conductivity of theith

material layer in the multilayered chip structure.

2.2.2 Green function for the rectangular-shaped multilayered struc-

ture

Let G(r, r′), with r = (x, y, z) andr′ = (x′, y′, z′), be the distribution of temper-

ature aboveTa in the multilayer when a unit point power source of 1W is placed at
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positionr′. ThenG(r, r′) satisfies the equation

∇2G(r, r′) = −δ(r− r′)

kl(r)
(2.16)

and the boundary conditions

∂G(r, r′)

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=0,a

=
∂G(r, r′)

∂y

∣∣∣∣
y=0,b

= 0 (2.17)

∂G(r, r′)

∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=0

= 0 (2.18)

kN
∂G(r, r′)

∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=−dN

= hG(r, r′)|z=−dN
(2.19)

G(r, r′)|z=−di+ε = G(r, r′)|z=−di−ε (2.20)

ki
∂G(r, r′)

∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=−di+ε

= ki+1
∂G(r, r′)

∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=−di−ε

(2.21)

whereδ(r − r′) = δ(x − x′)δ(y − y′)δ(z − z′) is the three-dimensional Dirac delta

function, andG(r, r′) is the Green function. The temperature field under an arbitrary

power density distribution can be obtained easily as

T (r) = Ta +

∫ a

0

dx′

∫ b

0

dy′

∫ 0

−dN

dz′G(r, r′)g(r′) (2.22)

As shown in [GM96] and [NGM98] for electrical problems, the Green function can be
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generally written in the form

G(r, r′) =

∞∑

m=0

∞∑

n=0

cos
(mπx

a

)
cos
(nπy

b

)
cos

(
mπx′

a

)
cos

(
nπy′

b

)
Z ′

mn(z, z′)

(2.23)

whereZ ′
mn(z, z′)′s are functions of only thez coordinates of the source and field

points. The specific form of eachZ ′
mn(z, z′) depends on the boundary conditions, and

it can be derived similarly to that shown in [GM96] and [NGM98]. For completeness,

the detailed derivation of the Green function suitable for thermal problems is presented

in Appendix A.

In the following analysis, we assume that both the heat sources and the field regions

are located on discrete horizontal planes. Since the vertical dimensions of the devices

are much smaller than that of the silicon chip, this assumption is reasonable for most

practical purposes. For a particular pair of source and fieldplanes, i.e., for a particular

z andz′, the Green function can be written as

G(x, y, x′, y′) =
∞∑

m=0

∞∑

n=0

Cmncos
(mπx

a

)
cos
(nπy

b

)
cos

(
mπx′

a

)
cos

(
nπy′

b

)

(2.24)

The temperature distribution on the field plane due to the heat sources on the source
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plane is given by

T (x, y) = Ta +

∫ a

0

dx′

∫ b

0

dy′G(x, y, x′, y′)Pd(x
′, y′) (2.25)

wherePd(x
′, y′) is the power density distribution on the source plane.

2.3 Green Function Based Thermal Simulation Algo-

rithms

2.3.1 Algorithm I: Thermal simulation using the DCT and table

look-up

Region

Field
Region

Source 

(a1, b1)

(a2, b2)
(a3, b3)

(a4, b4)

Figure 2.3: Source and field regions for computing the temperature distribution.

Since practically all of the on-chip geometries can be decomposed into combina-

tions of rectangles, we only focus on the rectangular-shaped source and field regions
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in the following analysis. Fig. 2.3 shows a schematic of a source and a field region.

Note that the two regions can have differentz coordinates if the field plane does not

coincide with the source plane. Our objective here is to calculate the average temper-

atureTf of the field region efficiently given the power densityPd of the source region.

To simplify the analysis, we assume thatPd is a constant within the source region.

This is not a very restrictive assumption, since if the powerdensity is not uniformly

distributed in the source region, we can always divide the source region into smaller

rectangular-shaped sub-regions and assume that the power density is uniform within

each sub-region.

The average temperature in the field region can be computed using

Tf =
1

(a2 − a1)(b2 − b1)

∫ a2

a1

dx

∫ b2

b1

dyT (x, y) (2.26)

Substituting (2.24) and (2.25) into (2.26), and modifying the integration limits of (2.25)
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according to the location and dimensions of the source region, we obtain

Tf = Ta +
Pd

(a2 − a1)(b2 − b1)
×
∫ a2

a1

dx

∫ b2

b1

dy

∫ a4

a3

dx′

∫ b4

b3

dy′G(x, y, x′, y′)

= Ta + C00Pd(a4 − a3)(b4 − b3)+

{
Pd(b4 − b3)

(a2 − a1)

∞∑

m=0

Dm0

[
sin
(mπa2

a

)
− sin

(mπa1

a

)] [
sin
(mπa4

a

)
− sin

(mπa3

a

)]}
+

{
Pd(a4 − a3)

(b2 − b1)

∞∑

n=0

E0n

[
sin

(
nπb2

b

)
− sin

(
nπb1

b

)][
sin

(
nπb4

b

)
− sin

(
nπb3

b

)]}
+

{
Pd

(a2 − a1)(b2 − b1)

∞∑

m=0

∞∑

n=0

Fmn

[
sin
(mπa2

a

)
− sin

(mπa1

a

)]
×

[
sin
(mπa4

a

)
− sin

(mπa3

a

)] [
sin

(
nπb2

b

)
− sin

(
nπb1

b

)]
×

[
sin

(
nπb4

b

)
− sin

(
nπb3

b

)]}
(2.27)

where

Dm0 =





Cm0

(
a

mπ

)2
if m6=0

0 if m = 0

(2.28)

E0n =






C0n

(
b

nπ

)2
if n6=0

0 if n = 0

(2.29)

Fmn =





Cmn

(
a

mπ

)2 ( b
nπ

)2
if m6=0, n6=0

0 otherwise

(2.30)
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Using the identity

sin(θ1)sin(θ2) =
1

2
(cos(θ1 − θ2)− cos(θ1 + θ2)) (2.31)

the first summation

∞∑

m=0

Dm0

[
sin
(mπa2

a

)
− sin

(mπa1

a

)] [
sin
(mπa4

a

)
− sin

(mπa3

a

)]
(2.32)

can be re-written as a sum of eight terms in the form

±1

2

∞∑

m=0

Dm0cos

(
mπ(ai±aj)

a

)
(2.33)

wherei = 1, 2 andj = 3, 4.

To utilize the DCT, we first discretize the source and field planes intoM equal

divisions along thex direction andN equal divisions along they direction and form

the grids. Then we truncate the summation in equation (2.33)at indexM . As will

be discussed later, the indicesM andN are determined by the considerations of both

the resolution of thermal analysis and the convergence of the Green function. If we

assume that all the vertices of the field and source regions are located on grid points,

i.e., ai

a
= ki

M
, aj

a
=

kj

M
, whereki andkj are integers, and0≤ki≤M , 0≤kj≤M , then
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equation (2.33) becomes

±1

2

M∑

m=0

Dm0cos

(
mπ(ki±kj)

M

)
(2.34)

Let

k =





ki±kj if 0≤ki±kj≤M

−(ki±kj) if ki±kj < 0

2M − (ki±kj) if ki±kj > M

(2.35)

then0≤k≤M and equation (2.34) can be re-written as

±1

2

M∑

m=0

Dm0cos

(
mπk

M

)
(2.36)

This is precisely one term in the type-I DCT of the sequenceDm0, and the DCT se-

quence can be computed efficiently using the FFT inO(M log(M)) time [OSB99].

After the DCT sequence is obtained, it can be stored in a vector and used many times

in future temperature calculations. As a result, the computation of summation (2.32)

is reduced to eight look-ups in the DCT vector in constant time and then adding up the

look-up results. Similarly, the summation involvingE0n in equation (2.27) can also be

obtained efficiently using the DCT and table look-ups.

The double summation in equation (2.27) can be re-written asa sum of 64 terms in
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the form

±1

4

∞∑

m=0

∞∑

n=0

Fmncos

(
mπ(ai±aj)

a

)
cos

(
nπ(bp±bq)

b

)
(2.37)

wherei = 1, 2, j = 3, 4, p = 1, 2, andq = 3, 4. Using a similar approach, equation

(2.37) can be cast into

±1

4

M∑

m=0

N∑

n=0

Fmncos

(
mπk

M

)
cos

(
nπl

N

)
(2.38)

where0≤k≤M and0≤l≤N . This is one term in the 2-D type-I DCT of the matrix

Fmn. The 2-D DCT matrix can be computed using the FFT inO((M ·N)× log(M ·N))

time, and after the 2-D DCT table is obtained, the double summation reduces to 64

table look-ups in constant time and then adding up the look-up results.

Note that when multiple heat sources are present, their effects on the average tem-

perature rise aboveTa in the field region, i.e., the integral term in equation (2.25), can

be summed up to obtain the total average temperature rise.

The selection of the discretization parametersM andN deserves some more con-

siderations. Assume that the minimum feature size along thex andy directions that

must be resolved arexmin andymin, respectively, thenM andN must satisfy

M≥Mr =
a

xmin
and N≥Nr =

b

ymin
(2.39)
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whereMr andNr represent the minimum values ofM andN from resolution consid-

erations. However, sinceM andN are also the truncation points of the summations

in equation (2.27), they must be large enough to ensure the convergence of the sum-

mations. As pointed out in [Gha], the summations converge more slowly asxmin and

ymin become smaller relative to the chip dimensionsa andb. Thus, the actual values

of M andN cannot be determined merely based onMr andNr. Let Mc andNc be

the minimum values ofM≥Mr andN≥Nr such that the convergence is achieved in

(2.27). In our implementation,Mc andNc are determined as follows. We consider

nine representative regions on each of the source and field planes as shown in Fig. 2.4.

Each region has dimensions ofxmin×ymin. We first setMc = Mr andNc = Nr. Then

we increaseMc andNc gradually until the convergence of the summations in (2.27)is

achieved for all of the possible locations of the source and field regions provided the

source region coincides with one of the nine representativeregions on the source plane

while the field region coincides with one of the nine representative regions on the field

plane. Finally, to assist the utilization of the FFT in the DCT computations,M and

N are chosen to be integers that are powers of 2 and are no smaller thanMc andNc,

respectively.

Compared with the classical Green function method, the advantage of our algo-

rithm is that it replaces the expensive double summations inthe expressions involv-

ing the Green function by the inexpensive summations of a fewnumbers in the pre-
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xmin

ymin

Figure 2.4: The locations of the nine representative regions on the source plane. Each
region has dimensions ofxmin×ymin. One region is located at the center of the plane,
one is at the mid-point of each edge, and one is at each corner.Similarly, we have nine
representative regions on the field plane.

calculated look-up table and vectors. The look-up table andvectors only depend on the

chip dimensions and the physical properties of the substrate, but are independent of the

layout and power distribution. Hence, the look-up table andvectors can be calculated

once and then used many times in thermal-aware physical designs, which significantly

reduces the amortized cost of obtaining the table and vectors, and improves the overall

efficiency of the algorithm.

2.3.2 Algorithm II: Full-chip thermal simulation using the spec-

tral domain computations

Algorithm I gained its efficiency from the faster evaluations of the expressions

involving the Green function. Asymptotically, however, itis still an expensive method
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for simulations involving a large number of heat sources andfield regions because the

effects of the heat sources on the field regions are calculated in a pair-wise fashion.

The second algorithm we present in this section targets full-chip thermal simulations

with large problem sizes. It uses spectral domain analysis to reduce the asymptotic

time complexity of calculating the on-chip temperature distribution. In the following

analysis, we focus on the effect of one source plane on the temperature distribution in

the field plane. When multiple source planes are present, their effects can be easily

summed up to obtain the final solution.

Since the convolution integral in (2.25) can be considered as the governing equa-

tion of a linear system determined by the Green functionG(x, y, x′, y′), we can use

spectral domain analysis to accelerate the computations corresponding to the convolu-

tion integral.

The first step of our algorithm is to obtain the spectral domain representation of the

power density map in the form

Pd(x
′, y′) =

∞∑

i=0

∞∑

j=0

aijφij(x
′, y′) (2.40)

where

φij(x, y) = cos

(
iπx

a

)
cos

(
jπy

b

)
(2.41)
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It is easy to show thatφij(x, y) satisfies the equation

λijφij(x, y) =

∫ a

0

dx′

∫ b

0

dy′G(x, y, x′, y′)φij(x
′, y′) (2.42)

where

λij =





abCij if i = j = 0

1
2
abCij if i = 0, j 6=0 or i6=0, j = 0

1
4
abCij if i6=0, j 6=0

(2.43)

is the response of the linear system to the spectral component φij(x, y) [CCS99]. After

the spectral domain representation of the power density distribution in the source plane

is obtained, the temperature distribution in the field planecan be calculated easily by

T (x, y) = Ta +
∞∑

i=0

∞∑

j=0

λijaijφij(x, y) (2.44)

As will be shown next, both the spectral decomposition in (2.40) and the double-

summation in (2.44) can be calculated efficiently using the DCT and IDCT through

the FFT.

Now we assume that the source plane is divided intoMs×Ns rectangular grid cells

of equal size as shown in Fig. 2.5, and the power density in each grid cell on the source

plane is uniform, i.e., the power density distribution can be written in the piece-wise
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Figure 2.5: The arrangement of theMs×Ns grid cells on the source plane.

constant form

Pd(x
′, y′) =

Ms−1∑

m=0

Ns−1∑

n=0

PmnΘ(x′ − (m +
1

2
)∆xs, y

′ − (n +
1

2
)∆ys) (2.45)

where

Θ(x′, y′) =





1 if |x′|≤1
2
∆xs and|y′|≤1

2
∆ys

0 otherwise

(2.46)

and∆xs = a
Ms

, ∆ys = b
Ns

. Pmn is the power density of themnth grid cell.

Note that if the piece-wise constant power density map is notdirectly given in the

form of (2.45), it can be conveniently derived from the layout geometries and the power

generated by each circuit component. Assume that the layoutof each component is

within a rectangular-shaped region as shown in Fig. 2.6, andthe region corresponding

to theith componentCi is defined byxL
i ≤ x ≤ xR

i andyB
i ≤ y ≤ yT

i . The range of
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Figure 2.6: Calculating the power density map from the givenlayout geometries and
the power generated by each circuit component.

the indicesm andn of the grid cells that theith component overlaps is given by

b xL
i

∆xs
c ≤ m ≤ b xR

i

∆xs
c

b yB
i

∆ys
c ≤ n ≤ b yT

i

∆ys
c (2.47)

Assume that the total power generated by theith component is given byP T
i , then its

contribution to the power density of themnth grid cell that overlaps with it is

δP i
mn = P T

i ×
Si

mn

(xR
i − xL

i )(yT
i − yB

i )
× 1

∆xs ·∆ys
(2.48)

whereSi
mn is the overlap area of the rectangle corresponding to theith component and
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themnth rectangular-shaped grid cell, and it can be calculated in constant time. There-

fore, obtaining the piece-wise constant power density map from the layout geometries

and the power generated by each circuit component has only a linear time complexity

with respect to the number of components in the circuit, and it can be usually ignored

compared with the costs of other calculations involved in the thermal simulation.

Substituting (2.45) into (2.40) and using the orthogonality property of the cosine

functions in the integral sense, we obtain

aij = Aij

Ms−1∑

m=0

Ns−1∑

n=0

Pmncos

(
iπ(2m + 1)

2Ms

)
cos

(
jπ(2n + 1)

2Ns

)
(2.49)

where

Aij =





1
MsNs

if i = j = 0

4
iNsπ

sin
(

iπ
2Ms

)
if i6=0, j = 0

4
Msjπ

sin
(

jπ
2Ns

)
if i = 0, j 6=0

16
ijπ2 sin

(
iπ

2Ms

)
sin
(

jπ
2Ns

)
if i6=0, j 6=0

(2.50)

Note that to accurately represent the power density distribution Pd(x
′, y′) using

(2.40), the theoretical upper limit of the double summationshould be infinity. In prac-

tical implementations, however, the summation must be truncated to ensure a reason-

able runtime. Since (2.40) is essentially the Fourier expansion ofPd(x
′, y′), a natural

criterion for determining the truncation point is that enough “energy” contained in
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Pd(x
′, y′) is covered by the truncated Fourier expansion. Mathematically, we have

∫ a

0

dx′

∫ b

0

dy′P 2
d (x′, y′) = ab

∞∑

i=0

∞∑

j=0

sija
2
ij (2.51)

where

sij =





1 if i = j = 0

1
2

if i = 0, j 6=0 or i6=0, j = 0

1
4

if i6=0, j 6=0

(2.52)

Substituting (2.45) into the left hand side of (2.51), we obtain

1

MsNs

Ms−1∑

m=0

Ns−1∑

n=0

P 2
mn =

∞∑

i=0

∞∑

j=0

sija
2
ij (2.53)

which can be considered as a form of the Parseval’s theorem. The truncation points

M ′ andN ′ are then determined by

M ′−1∑

i=0

N ′−1∑

j=0

sija
2
ij ≥ η

(
1

MsNs

Ms−1∑

m=0

Ns−1∑

n=0

P 2
mn

)
(2.54)

whereη is the proportion of the “energy” of the space domain signalPd(x
′, y′) that

must be covered by the truncated Fourier expansion. In practice, we found that set-

ting η to 90% will usually be enough to obtain very accurate resultsin temperature

calculations.
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We emphasize here that (2.54) does not imply that only a fraction, η, of the to-

tal power generated by the heat sources is included in the truncated expansion. In

reality, the total power is completely contained in the DC term of expansion (2.40),

and (2.54) only describes how accurately we are approximating theexactshape of the

space domain signal, i.e.,Pd(x
′, y′). A smallerη implies that more components with

high spectral numbers inPd(x
′, y′) are ignored, or equivalently, morezero meannoises

with high spectral numbers are added to the approximating power distribution. Since

the temperature distribution is calculated using (2.25) and the convolution with the

Green function has a low-pass filtering effect,η does not have to be extremely close to

1 in order to calculate the temperature accurately. We also point out that althoughη is

set to a constant number, the truncation pointsM ′ andN ′ are not determineda priori

in our algorithm. Instead, they depend onPd(x
′, y′) according to (2.54). Our strategy

of determining the truncation points is to first setM ′ = Ms andN ′ = Ns. If (2.54)

is not satisfied, then we increaseM ′ to 2Ms andN ′ to 2Ns. The summation limits

M ′ andN ′ continue to increase with steps ofMs andNs until (2.54) is satisfied. The

importance of determining the truncation points dynamically based on the input data

will become more obvious as the size of the problem increases.

Note that for0≤i<Ms and0≤j<Ns, the double summation in (2.49) can be con-

sidered as a term in the 2D type-II DCT [OSB99] of the power density matrixP . For

i≥Ms or j≥Ns, we can always find integerss1 ands2 such thati = 2s1Ms±î and
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j = 2s2Ns±ĵ where0≤î<Ms and0≤ĵ<Ns
1. Hence, for anyi andj, we always have

aij = ±AijP̃îĵ (2.55)

where

P̃îĵ =
Ms−1∑

m=0

Ns−1∑

n=0

Pmncos

(
îπ(2m + 1)

2Ms

)
cos

(
ĵπ(2n + 1)

2Ns

)
(2.56)

with 0≤î<Ms and0≤ĵ<Ns is the 2D type-II DCT of theP matrix and the sign of

(2.55) is determined by whethers1 ands2 are even or odd numbers [CCS99]. Equation

(2.56) can be calculated efficiently using the 2D FFT inO((Ms·Ns)×log(Ms·Ns))

time. After the 2D DCT matrixP̃ is obtained, the calculation ofaij simply involves

computing the coefficientAij and finding the corresponding term̃Pîĵ .

From (2.41), (2.44), and (2.54), the temperature distribution T (x, y) can now be

written as

T (x, y) = Ta +
M ′−1∑

i=0

N ′−1∑

j=0

λijaijcos

(
iπx

a

)
cos

(
jπy

b

)
(2.57)

If we assume that the temperature field plane is divided intoMf×Nf rectangular grid

cells of equal size, then the average temperature of themnth grid cell can be obtained

1If i equals an odd multiple ofMs, we will not be able to writei asi = 2s1Ms±î. However, for this

kind of i, it can be easily shown thataij = 0 becausecos
(

iπ(2m+1)
2Ms

)
= 0. Similarly, we know that

aij = 0 if j equals an odd multiple ofNs.
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by

Tmn =
1

∆xf∆yf

∫ (m+1)∆xf

m∆xf

dx

∫ (n+1)∆yf

n∆yf

dyT (x, y)

= Ta +

M ′−1∑

i=0

N ′−1∑

j=0

Bijcos

(
iπ(2m + 1)

2Mf

)
cos

(
jπ(2n + 1)

2Nf

)
(2.58)

where∆xf = a
Mf

, ∆yf = b
Nf

, and

Bij =





λijaij if i = j = 0

2λijaij
Mf

iπ
sin
(

iπ
2Mf

)
if i6=0, j = 0

2λijaij
Nf

jπ
sin
(

jπ
2Nf

)
if i = 0, j 6=0

4λijaij
MfNf

ijπ2 sin
(

iπ
2Mf

)
sin
(

jπ
2Nf

)
if i6=0, j 6=0

(2.59)

Similar to the analysis shown previously, anyi≥Mf andj≥Nf can be written asi =

2s3Mf±ˆ̂i andj = 2s4Nf±ˆ̂j such that0≤ˆ̂i<Mf , 0≤ˆ̂j<Nf , ands3 ands4 are integers.

Using the periodicity of the cosine function, we can finally castTmn into the form

Tmn = Ta +

Mf−1∑

ˆ̂i=0

Nf−1∑

ˆ̂j=0

Lˆ̂iˆ̂j
cos

(
ˆ̂iπ(2m + 1)

2Mf

)
cos

(
ˆ̂jπ(2n + 1)

2Nf

)
(2.60)
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where

Lˆ̂iˆ̂j
=





B00 if ˆ̂i = ˆ̂j = 0

∑
i < M′

i = 2s3Mf±
ˆ̂
i

±Bi0 if ˆ̂i6=0, ˆ̂j = 0

∑
j < N′

j = 2s4Nf±
ˆ̂
j

±B0j if ˆ̂i = 0, ˆ̂j 6=0

∑
i < M′

i = 2s3Mf±
ˆ̂
i

∑
j < N′

j = 2s4Nf±
ˆ̂
j

±Bij if ˆ̂i6=0, ˆ̂j 6=0

(2.61)

and the signs of theB′s in (2.61) are determined by whethers3 ands4 are even or

odd numbers. After the matrixL is obtained, the double summation in (2.60) can be

calculated efficiently using the 2D IDCT.

The complete thermal simulation algorithm using the Green function method, the

DCT, and the spectral domain computations is shown in Fig. 2.7. The asymptotic time

complexity of the algorithm isO(Ngs×log(Ngs)) + O(Ngf×log(Ngf)) whereNgs =

Ms·Ns is the total number of grid cells in the power density map, andNgf = Mf ·Nf is

the total number of grid cells in the resulting temperature profile. This is a significant

improvement over theO(Ngs·Ngf) complexity of Algorithm I for full-chip thermal

simulations.
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Input:

• Chip geometry and physical properties of the material layers.

• Power density map - matrixP .

Output: Temperature distribution map - matrixT .
Algorithm:

1. Calculate the Green function coefficientsCij
′s;

2. Calculate the spectral responses of the systemλij
′s;

3. Calculate the type-II 2D DCT of the power density matrix̃P =
2DDCT(P );

4. TSE = 1
MsNs

∑Ms−1
m=0

∑Ns−1
n=0 P 2

mn;

5. M ′ = Ms, N ′ = Ns;
ASE =

∑M ′−1
i=0

∑N ′−1
j=0 sija

2
ij ;

while ( ASE < η×TSE )
M ′ = M ′ + Ms, N ′ = N ′ + Ns;
UpdateASE;

end while;

6. Calculate the matrixL;

7. Calculate the temperature distribution map using the type-II 2D IDCT
T = Ta + 2DIDCT(L);

Figure 2.7: Thermal simulation algorithm using the Green function method, the DCT,
and the spectral domain computations.

2.3.3 Algorithm III: Thermal simulation with local high acc uracy

requirements

Although Algorithm II can achieve aO(Ngs×log(Ngs))+O(Ngf×log(Ngf)) time

complexity as opposed to aO(Ngs·Ngf) complexity of Algorithm I for full-chip ther-
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mal simulations, Algorithm I is still more efficient for performing the localized analy-

sis, where the effects of a few critical circuit blocks on thetemperature distribution in

a few key field regions are of interest. This is because to apply Algorithm II, we must

always superimpose regular grids over the entire source andfield planes and calculate

the complete temperature profile from the complete power density distribution. The

size of each grid cell must be comparable with that of the resolution requirement of the

calculation, and the total number of grid cells determines the problem size. Therefore,

although Algorithm II has a smaller asymptotic time complexity than Algorithm I for

full-chip thermal simulations, it may also require the formulation of a problem with

much larger size than Algorithm I if only some localized temperature calculations are

required by circuit designers.

We will face an even more difficult decision concerning whether Algorithm I or

Algorithm II should be used when a circuit designer has different requirements on the

accuracy of the thermal simulation over different parts of the same chip. For example,

in mixed signal designs where analog circuits are fabricated on the same chip as digital

circuits, the analog blocks often have more stringent accuracy requirements on the

thermal simulation because the operations of the analog circuits are more sensitive

to temperature. If the full-chip temperature profile is required, then Algorithm I will

be too slow to use. However, in order to use Algorithm II, the size of each grid cell

must be small enough so that the high accuracy requirements of the analog blocks are
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satisfied. This may result in very dense grids and a large problem size. For these kinds

of problems, a better strategy can be adopted to accelerate the runtime of the algorithm

further by combining the advantages of both Algorithm I and II. The key idea is to use

coarse grids to divide the source and field planes where each grid cell in the source

plane can contain several logic gates or analog functional units, and the size of each

grid cell in the field plane satisfies the accuracy requirements of the digital circuits.

The power density of each grid cell in the source plane is calculated by summing up

the power dissipations of all the logic gates and analog functional units located in

it and dividing the sum by the area of the grid cell. A coarse temperature map for

the field plane is then obtained from the coarse power densitymap using Algorithm

II and is used for the digital blocks. Finally, for each analog functional unit on the

field plane whose temperature is to be calculated more accurately, we use Algorithm

I to compute the contributions to its temperature rise from the nearby logic gates and

analog function units on the source plane, and use this result to correct the temperature

obtained by Algorithm II over the coarse grid cell. To simplify the presentation, we

assume in the following analysis that the source plane coincides with the field plane

and both of them are divided intoM×N coarse grid cells. However, this assumption

is not essential to the algorithm and it can be relaxed easilyto handle multiple source

and field planes such as that in the emerging three-dimensional IC technologies.

Fig. 2.8 shows a chip that is divided intoM×N coarse grid cells each of which
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Figure 2.8: A mixed signal chip where the analog block has higher requirement on the
accuracy of thermal simulations. The logic gates and analogfunctional units within
the dashed line constitute the setC(A).

contains several logic gates or analog functional units, and let the shaded area represent

the analog block. AnM×N temperature map is first obtained. The inaccuracies in

the temperature calculations, besides that due to the truncation of the spectral domain

representation of the power density map, will come from two sources which include

• Assuming that the power density in each grid cell is uniform.

• Only the average temperature of each grid cell is calculated, i.e., all of the logic

gates and analog functional units inside the same grid cell obtain the same cal-

culated temperature.

Now assume that we need to calculate the temperature of the analog functional unit

A located in theijth grid cell and represented by the black rectangle more accurately.

Let Tij be the average temperature of theijth grid cell obtained using Algorithm II,
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and letTij,S be the contribution to the average temperature rise of theijth grid cell

from the logic gate or analog functional unitS assuming that the power generated by

S is uniformly distributed in the grid cell in which it resides. Denote the more accurate

average temperature of the analog functional unitA by T accurate

A , and letT accurate

A,S be

the accurate contribution to the temperature rise ofA from the logic gate or analog

functional unitS. The temperatureT accurate

A can be obtained by

T accurate

A = Tij −
∑

S∈C(A)

Tij,S +
∑

S∈C(A)

T accurate

A,S (2.62)

whereC(A), which will be called the interaction set ofA in the following analysis,

is the set of logic gates and analog functional units that arephysically close toA,

and hence, whose contributions to the temperature rise ofA must be re-calculated

accurately. The size ofC(A) is determined by the actual accuracy requirement on the

temperature ofA, and a higher accuracy requirement is usually associated with a larger

C(A). BothTij,S andT accurate

A,S can be calculated efficiently using Algorithm I, and the

overall efficiency of the combined algorithm is higher than that of Algorithm II applied

with a fine grid over the entire chip that satisfies the high accuracy requirements of the

analog functional units.
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2.3.4 Time complexity analysis

We summarize the time complexities of the three algorithms in this section. Note

that the calculations involved in each of the algorithms canbe divided into two parts,

i.e., those only depend on the chip geometry and the physicalproperties of the chip

materials, and those depend on the input power density distribution. The computation

steps that only involve the chip geometry and material properties can be performed in

the pre-characterization phase of the design, and their results can be stored for further

uses. Therefore, the amortized costs of these steps are usually rather low in the overall

physical design process, where the optimization routine executes the thermal simula-

tion many times. The steps that involve the input power density distribution, however,

must be executed within the optimization routine in physical designs. Hence, they usu-

ally dominate the overall runtime of the thermal-aware physical design algorithms such

as the thermal-aware floorplanning and placement. The establishment of the look-up

table and vectors in Algorithm I and the calculation of the spectral responses of the

linear system in Algorithm II can both be performed in the pre-characterization phase,

and in the following analysis, we will ignore the costs of these steps and only focus

on the time complexity of the calculations that depend on theinput power density

distribution.

For the input-power-dependent steps in thermal simulations, Algorithm I has a time

complexity ofO(Ns×Nf), whereNs andNf are the number of heat sources and field
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regions, respectively. Algorithm II always works with full-chip power density distribu-

tion and generates the complete on-chip temperature profile. It has a time complexity

of O(Ngs×log(Ngs)) + O(Ngf×log(Ngf)) whereNgs = Ms·Ns is the total number

of grid cells in the input power density map, andNgf = Mf ·Nf is the total number

of grid cells in the obtained temperature profile. Here,Ms andNs are the number of

grid divisions along thex andy directions on the source plane, andMf andNf are the

number of grid divisions along thex andy directions on the field plane. It is obvious

that Algorithm II is better than Algorithm I for full-chip temperature profiling, because

the latter has a time complexity ofO(Ngs·Ngf). For the localized analysis where only

a few source and field regions are involved, however, Algorithm I can often perform

better becauseNgs andNgf are determined by the highest resolution requirement of

the analysis, andNs andNf are usually much smaller thanNgs andNgf for this type

of problems.

To compare Algorithm II and Algorithm III, we assume that there areNtotal logic

gates and analog functional units in the design. Using Algorithm II directly with a

grid size comparable to the smallest size of the gates and functional units will result

in a time complexity ofO(Ntotal×log(Ntotal)). For Algorithm III, a coarse grid is

first used in the calculation. If we assume that each coarse grid cell containsK gates

and functional units, then the time it takes to obtain the coarse temperature profile is

O(Ntotal

K
×log(Ntotal

K
)). Now, if the accurate temperature correction is to be performed
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over all of the gates and functional units, then an additional cost of O(Ntotal·K ′) is

required whereK ′ is the size of the interaction set of each gate or functional unit, and

the total cost becomesO(Ntotal × ( 1
K

log(Ntotal

K
) + K ′)). Note that theO(Ntotal·K ′)

term in the complexity analysis involves a relatively largepre-factor due to the 80

look-ups needed to calculate the correction correspondingto a pair of gates or func-

tional units. Hence, the actual runtime of Algorithm III is often longer than that of

Algorithm II when the accurate temperature correction is tobe performed over all

of the gates and functional units. However, as pointed out previously, it frequently

happens in real design environments that the temperature correction is only required

for a small portion of the circuit. Therefore, the total costof Algorithm III becomes

O(Ntotal

K
×log(Ntotal

K
) +Nc·K ′), whereNc is the number of gates and functional units

that require temperature corrections, and Algorithm III becomes more efficient than

Algorithm II under this situation.

2.4 Experimental Results

In this section, we present in detail the performance of the three algorithms, which

are implemented in C++ and compiled using the level 3 optimization of g++. The

experiments are performed on a desktop with a 3.2GHz Intel Pentium-4 CPU running

the Red Hat Linux 8.0 operating system. We first compare the results obtained from
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Algorithm I with that from a commercial computational fluid dynamic (CFD) software

package and that from the direct application of the Green function method in terms of

accuracy and efficiency. Then we use Algorithm I as our base method to characterize

the performance of the other two algorithms.

The commercial CFD software package uses a finite volume approach which meshes

the entire substrate. Because of the discretized nature of the method, meshing errors

are unavoidable. In order to control the meshing errors while still complete the com-

putation within a reasonable amount of time, we start with a relatively rough mesh and

continue refining it and re-running the simulation until themaximum error converges

to around 1%. By doing this, we ensure that the result produced by the CFD soft-

ware itself is accurate, and therefore it can be used as a valid criterion to evaluate the

accuracy of our algorithms.

2.4.1 Accuracy and efficiency of Algorithm I

Fig. 2.9(a) shows the top surface of a silicon chip with dimensions of2mm×2mm

×0.5mm. The area is divided into8×8 equal square sections, and five power sources

are placed in the corresponding sections as shown in the figure. The thermal conduc-

tivity k of silicon is148W/(m·°C), and the effective heat transfer coefficienth of the

bottom surface of the chip is chosen to be8700W/(m2·°C), which is consistent with the

value used in [CRT+98]. The strength of the five power sources are(P1, P2, P3, P4, P5)
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Figure 2.9: Accuracy of Algorithm I (a) power source locations (b) computed tem-
perature distribution aboveTa using the proposed algorithm (c) relative error of the
proposed algorithm compared with the result from a commercial CFD software pack-
age.

= (0.2W, 0.1W, 1W, 0.1W, 0.2W).

Fig. 2.9(b) shows the top surface temperature map obtained using Algorithm I,

whereT − Ta is the temperature rise above the ambient. In obtaining the tempera-

ture map, the top surface of the chip was divided into64×64 small square regions with
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equal size and the average temperature in each small square region was computed. The

parametersM andN were both set to 64, the minimum required values from resolu-

tion considerations, because the convergence of the Green function has already been

achieved withM = N = 64. Fig. 2.9(c) shows the relative error in the temperature

map compared with the computation result obtained from a commercial CFD software

package for thermal analysis. We can see clearly that the error is below1%, which

demonstrates the accuracy of our method.

We next compare the efficiency of Algorithm I with that of the direct application

of the Green function method to compute the temperature distribution. We still use the

same chip dimensions and physical properties as in the previous example. However,

only one power source is used this time to make the presentation clearer. The power

source occupies a square region with dimensions of2
128

mm× 2
128

mm at the exact center

of the chip. The strength of the power source isPs = 50mW. The average temperature

aboveTa of the source region itself is computed. The parametersM andN are both

chosen to be 512 in our algorithm from convergence considerations for the Green

function, i.e., we require the truncation error to be within1%. The infinite summations

in the Green function are more difficult to converge in this example because the sizes

of the source and field regions relative to the chip dimensions are smaller than those in

the previous example.

Using Algorithm I, the average temperature of the source region itself aboveTa
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Figure 2.10: Accuracy and computation time of the direct application of the Green
function method (a) relative error inT − Ta versus truncation point (b) runtime versus
truncation point.

is found to be 11.537°C. The total computation time using thepre-calculated look-

up table and vectors is only5.5 × 10−4msec. As a comparison, we also computed

the average temperature aboveTa of the source region using equation (2.27) directly,

which corresponds to the direct application of the Green function method. In the direct

method, it is unnecessary to consider the resolution issue because equation (2.27) does

not require the vertices(ai, bi) of the source and field regions to coincide with some

grid points. So the parametersM andN are completely determined by the convergence

consideration. Since the chip is square, we setM = N in our analysis.

Fig. 2.10 shows the relative error and the corresponding runtime of the direct

method. We can observe from the figure that even for a5% relative error inT − Ta,

the truncation point must be higher than 160. The runtime at this truncation point is
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19msec, which is four orders of magnitude slower than our algorithm, and the accuracy

of our algorithm is much higher.

2.4.2 Comparison between Algorithm I and Algorithm II

Now, we compare the efficiency and accuracy of Algorithm I andII using a real

chip example. Fig 2.11(a) shows a floorplan from [LHL], whichis similar to that of the

DEC Alpha 21264 processor but is scaled from the350nm to the65nm technology. The

scaled chip dimensions are3.3mm×3.3mm×0.506mm, and we assume that the chip

has the same physical properties as those used in the previous examples except that a

layer representing the interconnects is inserted between the insulating top surface and

the substrate as shown in Fig 2.11(b). The added layer is assumed to have a thickness

of 6µm and an effective thermal conductivity of101W/(m·°C), which corresponds to

a mixing of25% copper, which has a thermal conductivity of401W/(m·°C), and75%

oxide, which has a thermal conductivity of1W/(m·°C). In real designs, the effective

thermal conductivity of the interconnect layer can be estimated by taking the weighted

average of the thermal conductivities of interconnect metal and oxide based on the

designers’ experiences on the interconnect densities of previous designs2. We further

assume that the power is generated by the modules located at the interface between the

2For early stages of physical design where the detailed information about routing is usually unavail-
able, it is reasonable to use a uniform effective thermal conductivity to characterize the thermal property
of each interconnect layer.
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interconnect layer and the substrate, and the temperature profile of this interface where

the modules are located is calculated. Fig. 2.11(c) shows the power density distribu-

tion of the modules inW/cm2. We divided the module layer into64×64 small square

regions with equal size and computed the temperature maps using Algorithm I and II,

which are shown in Fig. 2.11(d) and (e). Fig. 2.11(f) shows the difference between the

temperature maps obtained using the two algorithms, and we can see that the results

match each other very well. From the figures, we can also observe that the temper-

ature maps are much smoother than the power density map. Thiscan be explained

by the relatively high thermal conductivity of the silicon substrate and the horizontal

heat transfer [SSHV03]. For the CPU times required to obtainthe temperature maps,

Algorithm I uses 30msec after the look-up table and vectors have been pre-calculated,

while Algorithm II only uses 10msec after the spectral responses of the linear system

determined by the underlying Green function have been pre-calculated. Note that the

runtime of Algorithm I is linear with respect to the number ofheat sources and there

are only 14 heat sources in the example shown here. For cell level full-chip simulations

where the number of heat sources is significantly larger, theadvantages of Algorithm

II will become even more obvious. Therefore, we conclude that Algorithm II is more

suitable for full-chip temperature profiling, where a largenumber of heat sources and

field regions are involved.

To further demonstrate the efficiency of Algorithm II in full-chip thermal simu-
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lations, we tested a chip with dimensions of 1cm×1cm×0.5mm and has the same

physical properties as the chips used in Section 2.4.1. There are 1024×1024 square

grid cells of equal size located on the top surface of the chipand a 1024×1024 temper-

ature distribution map of the cell layer is calculated. Fig.2.12 shows the input power

density map and the resulting temperature map. The time it takes to obtain this tem-

perature map containing 1.05M grid cells is only 3.7sec, excluding the time for the

pre-calculations, while the runtime of Algorithm I becomesintractable.

2.4.3 Effectiveness of Algorithm III

Finally, we show an example of thermal simulation with localhigh accuracy re-

quirement. We consider a chip that contains 8×8 coarse grid cells each of which has

dimensions of 3.3mm×3.3mm, as shown in Fig. 2.13(a). The chip has the same ma-

terial properties as the ones used in Section 2.4.1. We embedthe layout and power

density distribution shown in Fig. 2.11(a) and (c) in the coarse grid cell located at the

lower left corner of the chip, which we denote byCGC(0, 0) in the following analysis,

and the power density of each of the other 63 coarse grid cellsis randomly generated

between 0 and 100W/cm2. Suppose that we want to obtain a 8×8 coarse temper-

ature map over the 64 coarse grid cells and a 64×64 fine temperature map within

CGC(0, 0). We compare two simulation schemes. In the first scheme, Algorithm II

alone is used. In order to achieve the accuracy requirement of the fine temperature
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map withinCGC(0, 0), we have to divide each of the 64 coarse grid cells into 64×64

fine cells, which results in a total of 512×512 fine cells over the entire chip. The time

it takes to complete this simulation is 850msec. In the second simulation scheme, we

first obtain a 8×8 coarse temperature map from the 8×8 coarse power density map

assuming that the power density within each coarse grid cellis uniform. The average

temperature ofCGC(0, 0) is found to be 79.4°C, while we know from the first sim-

ulation scheme that the actual temperature withinCGC(0, 0) can vary from 71.2°C

to 84.9°C. Next, we use a correction step as described in Section 2.3.3 to obtain the

fine temperature map withinCGC(0, 0). The overall runtime of the second simulation

scheme for obtaining both the coarse and the fine temperaturemaps is only 70msec,

which is an order of magnitude faster than the direct application of Algorithm II with

a fine grid over the entire chip. In Fig. 2.13(b) and (c), we show the fine temperature

map withinCGC(0, 0) achieved after the correction step and the relative error com-

pared with the result obtained using the first simulation scheme. We can see that the

maximum relative error is only about 1.3%. This demonstrates that using Algorithm

III with a coarse grid and the correction scheme can indeed achieve a local accuracy

comparable to that obtained by Algorithm II with a fine grid over the entire chip, while

the overall runtime is significantly reduced.
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2.5 Summary

In this chapter, we presented three highly accurate thermalsimulation algorithms

based on the Green function method and analyzed in detail therelative advantages of

each of the algorithms. Algorithm I combines the DCT and the table look-up technique

to significantly reduce the time required for each evaluation of the Green function,

and it is suitable for efficiently performing the localized analysis, where the effects

of a few critical circuit blocks on the temperature distributions in a few field regions

are sought. Algorithm II is based on the spectral domain analysis, and it takes ad-

vantage of the high efficiency of the FFT algorithm in transforming signals between

the space and spectral domains. For full-chip thermal simulations, it can achieve an

O(Ngs×log(Ngs))+O(Ngf×log(Ngf)) asymptotic time complexity as opposed to the

O(Ngs · Ngf) complexity of Algorithm I, whereNgs andNgf are the total number of

grid cells in the source and field planes, respectively. Algorithm III is a combination

of both Algorithm I and Algorithm II, and it reflects the idea of the pre-corrected FFT.

Its key application area is the full-chip thermal simulation with different accuracy re-

quirements over the same chip, such as in the mixed signal design environments, where

the analog blocks often have more stringent requirements onthe accuracy of thermal

simulations over the digital blocks. Experimental resultsshow that all three algorithms

can achieve around 1% errors compared with that of a commercial computational fluid

dynamics software package for thermal analysis, while at the same time gaining orders
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of magnitude speedups over the classical Green function methods.
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Figure 2.11: Power and temperature distribution of a realistic chip (a) floorplan (b)
schematic of the substrate and interconnect layers (c) power distribution (d) tempera-
ture distribution obtained using Algorithm I (e) temperature distribution obtained using
Algorithm II (f) difference in the temperature distribution map obtained using the two
algorithms.
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Figure 2.12: Cell level power density and temperature distribution of a 1cm×1cm chip
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Figure 2.13: Effectiveness of Algorithm III (a) location ofthe coarse grid cell
CGC(0, 0) that has higher requirement on thermal simulation (b) temperature map
within CGC(0, 0) calculated using Algorithm III (c) relative error of Algorithm III
compared with Algorithm II applied with a fine grid over the entire chip.
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Chapter 3

Efficient Module Assignment for

Pin-Limited Designs under the

Stacked-Vdd Paradigm

3.1 Design Considerations in Stacked-Vdd Circuits

As stated in the introduction, power pins constitute the bulk of all I/O pins, and they

introduce deliberate redundancy in delivering the same signal values so as to lower the

IR andL di
dt

noise in the power grids. If, by some means, we could reduce the density

of the currents flowing through the power grids, the number ofpower pins required to

supply currents to the circuit would also be reduced accordingly, and the pin limitation
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bottleneck could see significant relief. In [RSHK05], a high-tension power delivery

scheme was proposed to reduce power grid noise and the effectof electromigration.

In this new circuit paradigm, logic blocks are stacked several levels high and power

is delivered to the circuit as multiples of the regular supply voltageVdd. Next, the

delivered high-tension supply voltage is divided into several Vdd domains each of

which has a range ofVdd, and circuit blocks are distributed to different Vdd domains.

Voltage regulators are used to control the voltage levels ofinternal supply rails.

An example of a two level stacked-Vdd circuit is shown in Fig.3.1. The advantage

of this new circuit structure is that when logic blocks are stackedn levels high and

the current requirements between logic blocks operating indifferent Vdd domains are

balanced, the current flowing through each external power grid would be reduced to1
n

of the original value, where the words external power grid refer to a power grid that is

connected to power pins, i.e.,nVdd andGND rails in ann level stacked-Vdd circuit.

Therefore, the noise and electromigration issues would be significantly alleviated.

Clearly, this circuit structure can be used to reduce the number of power pins re-

quired by a chip because of the reduced current flows in the external power grids. An

important consideration in the design of a stacked-Vdd circuit is the current balance

between logic blocks operating in different Vdd domains. Ifthe currents are not bal-

anced, the difference will flow through voltage regulators.This will not only lead to
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Figure 3.1: A schematic of a 2-level stacked-Vdd circuit structure.

unnecessary power waste1, but also increase the currents flowing through the external

power grids, and therefore require a larger number of power pins in order to maintain

the same level of signal integrity. In Fig. 3.2(a), we show anexample of unbalanced

current flow between modules operating in the two different Vdd domains. It can be

seen that a current|I2Vdd
− IVdd

| will be wasted in the voltage regulator, whereI2Vdd

andIVdd
are the currents flowing through the two circuit blocks, respectively. The cur-

rent balance issue has been addressed at the circuit level in[GK05] for architectures

that contain parallel structures, where a data control circuitry is designed to distribute

the work load at run time so as to reduce the current imbalance.

A more subtle issue associated with assigning circuit blocks to different Vdd do-

mains is that the current balance must be maintained locally. The importance of this

1Because the power wasted in a voltage regulator is proportional to the current flowing through it,
we will use the words wasted power and wasted current interchangeably in this chapter.
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point can be clearly seen in Fig. 3.2(b). We assume that Block1 and Block 2 are phys-

ically close to each other in the layout, and the same is true for Block 3 and Block 4.

However, Block 1 and 2 are far away from Block 3 and 4. As a result, the resistance

R associated with the internal power rail between the two parts of the circuit can not

be ignored. Since the nodes markedN1 andN2 are both maintained at voltage level

Vdd by regulators, there will be no current flowing through the resistanceR. If I1 = I2

andI3 = I4, local current balance is achieved and no power is wasted in the voltage

regulators since no current flows through them. If, on the other hand,I1 > I2, I3 < I4,

but I1 + I3 = I2 + I4, then although the currents are still balanced globally, there will

be a currentI1− I2 flowing through Regulator 1 and a currentI4− I3 flowing through

Regulator 2 because there is no current flowing through the resistanceR. Therefore,

some amount of power will be wasted in the regulators under this situation.

Another important issue that has to be considered in the design of a stacked-Vdd

circuit is at which level should the circuit be partitioned into different Vdd domains.

Note that a level shifter is required at the output of a logic block if it is used to drive

another logic block operating in a different Vdd domain. If each logic block corre-

sponds to a cell at placement level, too many level shifters will have to be used which

not only leads to a significant overhead in terms of silicon area, but also impairs the

performance of the circuit because of the extra delays caused by level shifters. In this

paper, we address the module assignment problem at the floorplanning level where
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Figure 3.2: Power wasted in voltage regulators (a) if the currents consumed by the logic
blocks operating in the two different Vdd domains are not balanced, the difference will
flow through voltage regulators and present itself as wastedpower (b) current balance
must be maintained locally in order to maximally reduce the power waste.

the number of modules is usually not very large. Therefore, the performance degra-

dation and the area waste caused by level shifters can be largely ignored. In addition,

unlike [GK05], we do not impose the restriction that the circuit contains parallel pro-

cessing units. Instead, we utilize the observation that theoperations of many modules

on a VLSI chip are correlated, e.g., the modules on a pipelined data path tend to be on
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at the same time.

3.2 Problem Formulation and Module Assignment Al-

gorithm

Because the two level stacked-Vdd circuit provides a good tradeoff between chip

performance and engineering complexity, it will be the focus of this work, and the

primary steps of our module assignment algorithm include

• Obtaining a floorplan that contains both regular modules and voltage regulators

so that the regulators are distributed relatively uniformly across the chip.

• Using the power simulation results over a set of benchmark programs to char-

acterize the correlation between modules, which is represented in the form of a

graph.

• Using an iterative approach to perform a max-cut partitioning of the graph,

which corresponds to the assignment of modules to the two different Vdd do-

mains.

In what follows, we will provide the details of the flow shown above, and special

emphasis is placed on the partition-based module assignment step.
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3.2.1 Problem formulation

In this section, we assume that a floorplan including both regular modules and volt-

age regulators is given, and the primary objective is to assign modules to different Vdd

domains so as to achieve the maximal current balance. The approach that is used to

obtain a floorplan in which the voltage regulators are distributed relatively uniformly

across the die will be shown in the next section. The module assignment problem for

a two level stacked-Vdd circuit is formulated as follows:

Given a floorplan including the location and size of each module and voltage regula-

tor, the structure of the power grids, a set of current consumption traces of modules

obtained through simulations over a set of benchmark programs, find the assignment

of modules to the two different Vdd domains so that the total power wasted by voltage

regulators is minimized.

Since the floorplan and the structures of the power grids are given as the input to

the problem, we could run detailed simulations to obtain thetrace of current flow-

ing through each of the voltage regulators, and therefore calculate the wasted power.

However, one simulation is required for each candidate assignment of modules, and

the overall runtime of this scheme becomes exponential withrespect to the number of

modules in the layout, which makes it impractical for real design problems. In what
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follows, we will show how to estimate the current flowing through each voltage regula-

tor and how to obtain the assignment of modules by solving a single graph partitioning

problem.

3.2.2 Estimation of the current flowing through a regulator and

the formulation of the graph partitioning problem

Note that the tapping points of voltage regulators to the internal power grid, i.e.,

the connecting points between voltage regulators and theVdd rail, have properties that

are similar to those of power pins. For well designed regulators, they provide rather

stable voltage levels atVdd. In [Chi04], it was demonstrated that each module primarily

draws currents from nearby power pins, and the same observation can be applied to the

tapping points of voltage regulators. Assume we haveK voltage regulators distributed

across the chip. Each regulator is represented by the point it taps into theVdd grid. As

shown in Fig. 3.3, we can divide the chip intoK regions accordingly such that there

is one regulator in each region and theith region contains all the points on chip that

primarily draw(sink) currents from(to) theith regulator. The division of the chip into

non-overlapping regions can be achieved through meshing the entire die area using a

fine grid and calculating the value of certain metric associated with each grid cell to

determine which region it belongs to. This metric could be distance based, i.e., each

cell belongs to the region that is controlled by the nearest voltage regulator, or it could
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be based on other criterion determined by our understandingof the power grids and

the accuracy requirements. In our implementation, we choose to use the Euclidean dis-

tance as the metric, and therefore, the resulting division of the chip corresponds to the

Voronoi diagram of the region enclosed by the chip boundary.However, we emphasize

that our algorithm is not tied to the Voronoi diagram becausethe metric calculating part

is an independent function and it can be easily modified to usea different metric.

Tapping Points of Voltage Regulators

M1

M2

M3

R1

R2

R3

Figure 3.3: Partitioning of the chip into disjoint regions each of which is controlled by
a voltage regulator.

After the chip is partitioned into disjoint regions, we can assume that the imbalance

current caused by the modules located in a particular regiononly goes through the

regulator in the same region. For example, if modulesM1 andM2 are the only modules

located in the region corresponding to tapping pointR2, M1 works between the2Vdd

andVdd rails and draws a currentI1, M2 works between theVdd andGND rails and

draws a currentI2, andI1 > I2, then a currentI1 − I2 will flow through the voltage
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regulator tapped at pointR2. If a module is located at the boundary between multiple

regions, e.g.,M3 in Fig. 3.3, it will be decomposed into several sub-modules with

one sub-module in each region it overlaps and with the constraint that all sub-modules

must be assigned to the same Vdd domain.

Let us focus on a particular region corresponding to a particular voltage regulator.

Assume the modules located in this region areM1, M2, . . ., Mn, where the current

flowing through moduleMi as a function of timet is given byIi(t). Because voltage

regulators can only respond to the low to mid frequency components of the imbal-

ance currents while the high frequency components are usually handled by on-chip

decaps, we pre-process the input current traces obtained through cycle-accurate power

simulations to smooth out the high frequency components in the current signals. The

smoothing process is performed by first dividing the entire time sequence of the simu-

lated program into consecutive segments of clock cycles as shown in Fig. 3.4, and then

for each segment, taking the average current consumption ofeach module. Therefore,

Ii(t) should be understood as containing only the low to mid frequency components of

the current flowing through moduleMi.

If we associate a 0/1 integer variablexi with moduleMi defined as

xi =





0 if Mi operates between the2Vdd andVdd rails

1 if Mi operates between theVdd andGND rails

(3.1)
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Segment 1 Segment 2 Segment 3

the 1st Data Point the 2nd Data Point
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Clock Cyclesk−1 k 2k−1

Figure 3.4: Smoothing the current trace to remove the high frequency components.

the total current flowing through the voltage regulator at timet, which is proportional

to the instantaneous power wasted in the same regulator, will be approximated by

IR(t) =

∣∣∣∣∣

n∑

i=1

Ii(t)·(1− xi)−
n∑

i=1

Ii(t)·xi

∣∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣

n∑

i=1

Ii(t)·(1− 2xi)

∣∣∣∣∣ (3.2)

The objective is to minimize the average wasted currentIR(t). It is easy to see that

this is a NP-complete 0/1 integer linear programming (ILP) problem that can only be

solved using heuristics. In our work, instead of minimizingIR(t), we minimizeIR(t)2,

which can be written as

IR(t)2 =

(
n∑

i=1

Ii(t) · (1− 2xi)

)2

=

(
n∑

i=1

Ii(t)

)2

−4
∑

i<j

Ii(t)Ij(t) (xi + xj − 2xixj)

(3.3)

When going from the first to the second step in equation (3.3),we used the equality

x2
i = xi whenxi is a 0/1 integer variable. It is easy to see from (3.3) that to minimize
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IR(t)2 is equivalent to maximize

S =
∑

i<j

Ii(t)Ij(t)(xi + xj − 2xixj) (3.4)

and

xi + xj − 2xixj =






0 if xi = xj

1 if xi 6= xj

(3.5)

The intuition behind (3.4) and (3.5) is that if modulesMi andMj are in different Vdd

domains, a positive termIi(t)Ij(t) will appear in summation (3.4), but not otherwise.

Based on this observation, the problem of maximizingS in (3.4) can be cast into the

following equivalent graph partitioning problem.

Given a weighted graphG = (V, E, W ) whereV = {V1, V2, . . . , Vn}, E = {(Vi, Vj)|

Vi, Vj ∈ V }, and the weight setW = {w(Vi, Vj) = Ii(t)Ij(t)|Vi, Vj ∈ V }, find a two

way partitioning of the graph so that the total cut of the edges crossing the partition is

maximized.

Up to this point, we have been considering one of theK disjoint regions over

the chip and the modules that are completely located within it. A graph partitioning

problem is formulated to assign modules to the two differentVdd domains so as to

minimize the power wasted in the voltage regulator controlling the region. For the
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entire chip, a similar graph partitioning problem can be formulated where nodeVi

in the graph corresponds to moduleMi in the layout. The only difference from the

problem formulation shown above is in calculating the weight of each edge in the

graph. LetSi represent the area of theith module, and denote the overlap area between

theith modules and thekth region over the chip bySik. The weight of edge(Vi, Vj) is

calculated by

w(Vi, Vj) =

(
K∑

k=1

SikSjk

SiSj

)
Ii(t)Ij(t) (3.6)

The intuition behind (3.6) is that for any pair of modules, only the portions that are

located in the same region over the chip count toward the calculation of the correla-

tion between them. A further implication of (3.6) is that if modulesMi andMj are

completely separated into two disjoint regions, the weightw(Vi, Vj) will be zero, and

therefore, the corresponding edge can be removed from the graph. In Fig. 3.5, we show

the resulting graph corresponding to a chip that contains five modules and is divided

into two regions. The circles markedR1 andR2 represent the tapping points of volt-

age regulators to theVdd rail. Note that there is no edge connecting nodesV2 andV5

because modulesM2 andM5 are completely separated into two disjoint regions con-

trolled by two individual voltage regulators. Similarly, there is no edge between nodes

V3 andV5. For the modules that overlap with the boundary between the two regions,

i.e.,M1 andM4, we assume thatα portion ofM1 andβ portion ofM2 are located in

the region controlled by voltage regulatorR1, and correspondingly,1 − α portion of
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moduleM1 and1 − β portion of moduleM2 are located in the region controlled by

voltage regulatorR2. According to (3.6), the weights of edges(V1, V2) and(V1, V4)

are calculated by

w(V1, V2) = αI1(t)I2(t) (3.7)

and

w(V1, V4) = [αβ + (1− α)(1− β)]I1(t)I2(t) (3.8)

respectively.

M1

M2

M3 M4

M5

V1

V2

V3 V4

V5
R1 R2

Figure 3.5: An example of graph construction. ModuleMi in the layout corresponds
to nodeVi in the graph.

3.2.3 Graph partitioning heuristic

A two step heuristic is used to partition the node set of the graph into two sub-sets

so that the total cut is maximized. In the first step, we greedily assign nodes to the

sub-sets so as to obtain a reasonably good initial partition. The primary operations
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involved in this step include sorting the weighted edges in decreasing weight order

and examining them consecutively. For each edge under examination, if none of the

two nodes associated with it has been assigned to a partition, we assign them to two

different partitions. If one of the nodes has been assigned but not the other, we assign

the other node to the opposite partition. Finally, if both nodes have been assigned, we

skip the current edge and proceed to the next edge in the sorted edge list.

After the initial node assignment, we use a F-M like algorithm to iteratively im-

prove the partition and increase the cut size. Since the F-M algorithm is a rather mature

method, we will not go into the details of every step of our implementation. Instead,

we will highlight the differences between our algorithm andthe conventional F-M al-

gorithm, and then list our implementation in the form of a pseudo-code. Readers who

are interested in the conventional F-M algorithm are referred to [SY95]. The first dif-

ference between our algorithm and the conventional F-M algorithm is that the latter

requires the node weights to be balanced between the two partitions, while in our case,

nodes carry no weight and maximizing the total cut size is ouronly concern. The

second difference between the two algorithms is that while the F-M algorithm tries to

minimize the cut size, our algorithm tries to maximize it. Therefore the calculation of

the gain of each move should be modified.

The initial gain of moving a nodeVi from its current partition to the opposite par-
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tition is given by

g(Vi) =
∑

Vj∈FP (Vi)

w(Vi, Vj)−
∑

Vj∈TP (Vi)

w(Vi, Vj) (3.9)

whereFP (Vi) contains all the nodes that are in the same partition as nodeVi and are

connected toVi, andTP (Vi) contains all the nodes that are in the opposite partition

to nodeVi and are connected toVi. For example, in the partition shown in Fig. 3.6,

the initial gain of moving nodeV2 from its current partition to the opposite partition is

given byg(V2) = w(V1, V2)− w(V2, V4)− w(V2, V5).

CutNew Cut

Original

V1

V2

V3

V4

V5

V6

V7

V ′
2

Figure 3.6: An example for gain calculation in the F-M like algorithm showing the cut
set before and after the nodeV2 is moved to the opposite partition.

When a nodeVi is moved from one partition to the other, the gains associated with

the nodes connected toVi must be updated. Assume nodeVj is connected toVi, the

gain associated withVj should be updated as follows:
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• If Vj andVi were in the same partition before the movement ofVi

g(Vj)
new = g(Vj)

old − 2w(Vi, Vj) (3.10)

• if Vj andVi were in different partitions before the movement ofVi

g(Vj)
new = g(Vj)

old + 2w(Vi, Vj) (3.11)

The complete F-M like algorithm that is used to iteratively improve the cut size of

the partition is listed in Fig. 3.7.

3.3 Floorplanning Involving Voltage Regulators and the

Complete Algorithm Flow

In this section, we first briefly describe the technique that is used to obtain the

floorplan that contains both regular modules and voltage regulators. Then we present

the overall flow of the algorithm. We have used Parquet [AM03]with a modified cost

function to perform the floorplanning. Besides the conventional optimization objec-

tives such as wirelength, an additional objective that is unique to our problem is that

the voltage regulators, which are also considered as modules, should be distributed
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1. do

2. nodemoved← false;

3. Calculate the initial gain of each node;

4. for i← 1 to numberof nodes

5. Select the free node that has the maximum gain and call itVs(i);

6. Lock nodeVs(i);

7. Update the gains of the nodes connected toVs(i);

8. end for;

9. Find the numberK such thatG =
∑K

i=1 g(Vs(i)) is maximized;

10. if G > 0

11. Make theK moves permanent;

12. nodemoved← true;

13. Free all locked nodes;

14. end if;

15. while( nodemoved ==true );

Figure 3.7: Iterative improvement of the partition througha F-M like algorithm.

relatively uniformly across the die. This will help reducing the power grid noise in the

Vdd rail. We have achieved this new objective through modifyingthe cost function in

Parquet. Specifically, a penalty term in the form

penalty =
K−1∑

i=1

K∑

j=i+1

1

d(Ri, Rj)
(3.12)
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is added to the cost function used in simulated annealing, whereRi with i = 1, 2, . . . , K

represent voltage regulators, andd(Ri, Rj) is the distance between the points where

regulatorsRi andRj tap into theVdd grid. The intuition behind (3.12) is that when

regulatorsRi andRj come closer to each other, the penalty term will become larger,

and therefore, the corresponding floorplan will have a higher probability of being re-

jected.

The overall flow of the complete algorithm is given in Fig. 3.8.

Input: Netlist and block information

Obtain the floorplan using the modified Parquet

Run power simulation to obtain the current consumption trace of each

Smooth the current traces to remove the high frequency components

Build a graph corresponding to the layout and the current traces

Perform the two way partitioning of the graph

Output: Assignment of modules to two different Vdd domains

Divide the chip into disjoint regions according to the locations of regulators

module over a set of benchmark programs

Figure 3.8: Complete algorithm for assigning modules to twodifferent Vdd domains.
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3.4 Experimental Results

3.4.1 Floorplanning using modified Parquet

Fig. 3.9(a) shows the floorplan of a microarchitecture used in [NLS06] with ten

voltage regulators inserted. The microarchitecture is based on the DLX architec-

ture [PH96] and the dark regions represent voltage regulators. All modules are as-

sumed to be hard and the floorplanning is performed using Parquet with the modified

cost function as described in the previous section. We can see that with the simple

modifications we have made to Parquet, the voltage regulators can be reasonably uni-

formly distributed across the die.
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Figure 3.9: Floorplan with voltage regulators (a) floorplan(b) assignment of modules
to the two different Vdd domains.
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3.4.2 Calculation of the edge weight in the graph and module as-

signment using the partition-based algorithm

After the floorplan is obtained, we simulate the architecture using the eight bench-

mark programs contained in the SPEC 2000 suite that cover both integer and floating-

point operations. The eight programs with their respectiveinstruction counts in billions

are listed in Table 3.1. To speed up the simulations, we utilize SMARTS [WWFH03],

a periodic sampling technique to obtain the current consumption trace of each module

for each of the benchmark programs. Specifically, we start simulating a program at

clock cycle 0 and continue the simulation fors consecutive clock cycles. The average

current consumption of each module is calculated during this period of time. Next,

we stride forward and start the simulation again at thelth clock cycle withl�s. The

average current consumption of each module is calculated again for thes clock cycles

that follow. This process continues until the entire program is completed. We can see

clearly that by using this strategy, we obtain a sampled sequence of the average current

consumption trace of each module.

Note that the time averaged total current consumption of thechip may vary sig-

nificantly while running different programs, and the objective of our algorithm is to

obtain a partition of modules that is deemed good across the entire benchmark suite,

i.e., we want to ensure that each benchmark program imposes asimilar weight in af-

fecting the partition of modules. To achieve this objective, we normalize the current
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Benchmark Type Instruction (B)
vpr Integer 11
gcc Integer 35
gzip Integer 63
bzip2 Integer 94
parser Integer 301

art Floating-point 54
equake Floating-point 175
mesa Floating-point 305

Table 3.1: Benchmarks from the SPEC 2000 suite, along with the reference instruction
counts in billions.

consumption traces associated with each program so that thenormalized average total

current consumption of the chip while running that program becomes 1. In Table 3.2,

we show an example that contains only two modules and for which the simulation

result is collected at only two sample points. The total current consumption of the

design at the two sample points are 30mA and 50mA, respectively. Therefore, the

average total current consumption of the design is (30mA+50mA)/2 = 40mA. We use

40mA to normalize the current consumptions of the two modules at the two sample

points, which generates the unit-less numbers shown on the right of the table for the

normalized current consumption traces. Next, we concatenate the normalized current

consumption traces for all of the programs such that a combined current trace is ob-

tained for each module. The combined current traces are usedto build the graph as

described in Section 3.2.2, and the graph is partitioned using the algorithm presented

in Section 3.2.3.
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IM1
IM2

Itotal IN
M1

IN
M2

Sample 1 10mA 20mA 30mA 0.25 0.5
Sample 2 20mA 30mA 50mA 0.5 0.75

Table 3.2: An example of normalizing the current consumption traces.

The result of the partition is shown in Fig. 3.9(b), where thelightly darkened re-

gions represent the modules operating between the2Vdd andVdd rails while the white

regions represent the modules operating between theVdd andGND rails.

3.4.3 Experimental setup for the Validation of the module assign-

ment

To validate that the module assignment obtained by our algorithm indeed reduces

the power wasted in voltage regulators, we first use a regulargrid structure similar

to that shown in Fig. 3.10(a) to represent theVdd rail, and we assume that current

sources are attached to the nodes in the power grid, which model the currents con-

sumed by modules. Next, we associate each node in the power grid with a region on

the chip and assume that all the modules located in that region only source(sink) cur-

rents from(to) that particular node, e.g., the dark region surrounding the black colored

node in Fig. 3.10(a) is associated with that node. For nodei with the associated region

Ai, if only part of a moduleM overlaps withAi, then only the corresponding portion

of the current consumed byM is attached to nodei. For example, in Fig. 3.10(b), only
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25% of moduleM overlaps with the area associated with the power grid node. As a

result, only 25% of the current consumed by moduleM is attached to that particular

node.

P/G Node
Region
Associated

Module

(a) (b)

Ai

M

Figure 3.10: Testing the actual wasted power (a) the structure of theVdd grid and the
region that source(sink) current from(to) a particular node (b) calculating the current
source attached to a power grid node when the module only partially overlaps the
region associated with the node.

After the value of the current source attached to each power grid node is calculated,

a modified nodal analysis (MNA) equation in the form




G11 G12

G21 G22







V

Ireg


 =




Is

Vreg


 (3.13)

can be established to calculate the current flowing through each of the voltage regu-

lators, and therefore the wasted power. HereGij ’s are submatrices of the coefficient

matrix, V is the vector of nodal voltages,Ireg is the vector containing the currents
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flowing through voltage regulators,Is is the vector of known current sources attached

to the nodes in theVdd grid, andVreg is a vector whose components are allVdd’s, the

voltage level maintained by the regulators.

We compare three module assignment schemes, one using the algorithm presented

in this chapter, a second using a bin-packing technique, anda third using the as-

signment optimized for one particular benchmark program, i.e.,equake. For the bin-

packing technique, we take the combined current traces as described in the previous

subsection and calculate the average current consumption of each module. Then the

module assignment is obtained such that the difference between the currents consumed

by the modules in the two different Vdd domains is minimized.Since the floorplan

contains only 16 regular modules, we can afford to enumerateall possible module

assignments and obtain the best bin-packing result. For thelast approach, the mod-

ule assignment is generated completely based on the currentconsumption traces of

theequakeprogram, and the purpose of this experiment is to see how the assignment

performs across the benchmark suite when it is optimized with respect to only one

particular program.
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3.4.4 Result of comparison between different module assignment

schemes

We emphasize that our partition-based approach is highly efficient and the runtime

of obtaining the assignment of modules for the DLX architecture is only 0.01sec on

a desktop with a 3.2GHz Pentium-4 CPU. In what follows, we show the result of

validation using the procedure described in the previous subsection.
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Figure 3.11: Comparison between the module assignments using the partition-based
approach, the bin-packing technique, and the one that is optimized with respect to
equakein terms of (a) the total power wasted in voltage regulators,and (b) the worst
case IR noise in theVdd grid.

Fig. 3.11(a) shows the comparison of the power wasted in voltage regulators be-

tween the three module assignment schemes. In obtaining thefigure, we divide the

total power wasted in voltage regulators by the total power consumed by regular mod-
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ules, where the latter is termed “useful power” in the figure.We can see clearly that

the design obtained using our approach has about 32% less power waste on average

compared with the design where the module assignment is performed using the bin-

packing technique. Therefore, our approach is more suitable for chip designs where

the power constraint is stringent. In addition, it is also clear that although the module

assignment optimized forequakewastes less power in executing that particular pro-

gram and another benchmark programart, it is not as good as our design in general

and wastes about 23% more power on average.

It is important to notice that a design optimized for power also tends to achieve

low IR noise in theVdd grid. This is because to reduce the power waste, good current

balance must be maintained locally as described in Section 3.1, which is beneficial to

reducing the IR noise since the current consumed by a module in one Vdd domain will

immediately be recycled by some nearby modules in the other Vdd domain without

flowing through a long resistive path in the power grid. In Fig. 3.11(b), we compare

the maximum IR noise encountered in theVdd grid when the module assignment is

performed using the three different schemes presented above, respectively. It can be

seen that our design technique achieves very reasonable IR noise, which demonstrates

that while our partition-based module assignment scheme can significantly reduce the

power waste, it does not sacrifice the noise performance of the design.

Note that for a floorplan withn modules, the entire design space contains2n dif-
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Benchmark Avg Pwaste Min Pwaste Our Pwaste Avg Noise Min Noise Our Noise
(%) (%) (%) (mV) (mV) (mV)

vpr 51 23 25 102 83 84
gcc 49 29 24 113 93 93
gzip 52 25 21 128 108 109
bzip2 52 26 21 129 109 109
parser 51 25 22 116 96 98

art 48 26 30 75 60 66
equake 47 25 37 118 98 101
mesa 49 28 27 140 121 123

Table 3.3: Comparison between the random module assignmentand the assignment
obtained using the partition-based approach in terms of thewasted power and the worst
case IR noise in theVdd grid. The wasted power is given as a percentage of the useful
power.

ferent module assignments. It is not practical to test all possible solutions since each

test requires a full simulation of the input current traces for each of the benchmark

programs, which may take hours to complete, and for2n different candidate designs,

the overall runtime of the enumeration becomes intractable. However, it is interesting

to sample the design space and see how the performance of the module assignment

obtained using our partition-based approach compares withother sample designs. To

achieve this objective, we have generated 50 different module assignments randomly

and calculated the total power wasted in voltage regulatorsand the worst case IR noise

in theVdd grid for each of the benchmark programs.

The result of comparison is shown in Table 3.3. We can see thatthe total power

wasted in voltage regulators in our design is rather close tothe minimum wasted power

obtained through random experiments. We also emphasize that the minimum wasted
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power and IR noise data shown in Table 3.3 are not achieved by aunique module

assignment among the 50 randomly generated designs, e.g., the design that has the

minimum power waste forvpr is different from the design that has the minimum power

waste forart. However, the design generated by our module assignment technique

achieves consistently good result across the benchmark programs. This demonstrates

the effectiveness of our approach, since in reality, a chip can only implement one

design no matter how many different programs it will run in the future.

3.4.5 An example of a 3D circuit

We have also studied the effectiveness of using the stacked-Vdd paradigm in 3D

circuit design. A three-layer 3D circuit structure is used and the floorplan of the n300

benchmark from the GSRC suite is generated. The three activelayers contain 118,

92, and 90 modules, respectively, and the final footprint area of the die is scaled to

1cm2. Because of the lack of available current traces for GSRC benchmarks, we have

assumed that the mean current consumption of each module is arandom number be-

tween 100mA and 1000mA, and the instantaneous current consumption of module

Mi is assumed to be varying randomly around its meanImean
i .2 The assignment of

2The instantaneous current consumption of moduleMi is given byIi(t) = Imean
i × (1 + δg(t)) ×

(1 + δi(t)), whereδg(t) is a random number that remains the same for all of the modules, andδi(t) is
a random number that varies from module to module. It is not difficult to see thatδg(t) can be used
to model the change of operations that affect the entire chipwhile δi(t) can be used to model the local
variation in current consumption as a function of timet. In our experiment,δg(t) is randomly selected
within the range[−0.3, 0.3], andδi(t) is randomly selected within the range[−0.2, 0.2].
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modules to different Vdd domains is performed individuallyfor each active layer, and

the runtimes of the assignments are 1.98sec, 0.76sec, and 0.70sec, respectively. As

is done previously, our module assignment strategy is compared with the bin-packing

technique. For the bin-packing technique, it is impractical to enumerate all possible

module assignments and find the best one in this example because of the large number

of modules involved. As an alternative, we use hMetis [KAKS99] to perform a bal-

anced two way partitioning of modules with the current consumption of each module

as its weight, and the modules belonging to the same partition are assigned to the same

Vdd domain.
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Figure 3.12: Comparison between the module assignment using the partition-based ap-
proach and the bin-packing technique in terms of (a) the total power wasted in voltage
regulators, and (b) the worst case IR noise in theVdd grid, for the 3D circuit example.

In Fig. 3.12, we compare the two module assignment schemes interms of the total
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power wasted in voltage regulators and the worst case IR noise in theVdd grid for

the three active layers in the 3D circuit. It can be seen that our module assignment

approach results in a circuit that wastes far less power thanthe one generated by the

bin-packing technique, and the noise performance of our design is also rather good.

As for the floorplan of the DLX architecture, we have also obtained 50 random

module assignments for each active layer of the 3D circuit, and some of the critical

statistics of the random experiments are listed in Table 3.4. Again, it is clearly seen

that the power wasted in our design is very low compared with other sample designs

from the random experiments.

Benchmark Avg Pwaste Min Pwaste Our Pwaste Avg Noise Min Noise Our Noise
(%) (%) (%) (mV) (mV) (mV)

Layer0 17.8 8.8 5.2 108 61 88
Layer1 18.5 9.1 5.8 78 48 57
Layer2 18.6 9.8 4.3 70 41 37

Table 3.4: Comparison between the random module assignmentand the assignment
obtained using the partition-based approach for a 3D circuit in terms of the wasted
power and the worst case IR noise in theVdd grid. The wasted power is given as a
percentage of the useful power.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, we presented a partition-based algorithm for efficiently assigning

modules to different Vdd domains in a two level stacked-Vdd circuit. The objective

is to minimize the power wasted in voltage regulators. The primary steps of the algo-
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rithm include building a graph that represents the correlations between modules and

performing a max-cut partitioning of the graph using a F-M like algorithm. Experi-

mental results on a DLX architecture show that compared withassigning the modules

to different Vdd domains using a bin-packing technique, thedesign generated by our

algorithm wastes about 32% less power in voltage regulators, and therefore is more

suitable for applications where the power constraint is stringent. Next, we tested 50

different cases where the modules are assigned to the two different Vdd domains ran-

domly, and it was found that the total power wasted in voltageregulators in our design

is rather close to the minimum wasted power obtained throughrandom experiments.

Finally, experiments on a 3D IC example show that our module assignment approach

is equally effective in reducing the power waste in 3D ICs.
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Chapter 4

Optimization of Integrated Spiral

Inductors Using Sequential Quadratic

Programming

4.1 Introduction

On-chip spiral inductors are key components in many RF integrated circuits (RFIC’s)

running at GHz frequency range. During the past few years, the design and optimiza-

tion of integrated spiral inductors has attracted much interest in both the IC design

and electronic design automation communities. The objective of inductor optimiza-

tion may vary depending on the application. It could be high quality factorQ, small
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area occupied by the device, or small parasitic effects, etc. In this work, we focus on

the optimization of high-Q spiral inductors. Roughly speaking, there are three major

loss mechanisms that degrade the quality factor of an on-chip inductor: the energy loss

due to the series resistance of the spiral itself, the electric coupling between the spiral

and the substrate, and the magnetically induced eddy current flowing in the substrate.

In [YW98], the substrate loss due to eddy current is significantly reduced by inserting

a patterned ground shield between the spiral and the substrate as shown in Fig. 4.1,

and in [CAG93], both the electric and magnetic couplings to the substrate are practi-

cally eliminated by etching away the substrate beneath the spiral. The energy loss due

to the series resistance of the spiral, however, can only be reduced by optimizing the

geometrical parameters of the inductor such as the number ofturns, the outer length,

the width of each metal trace constituting the spiral, and the space between adjacent

metal traces.

Figure 4.1: A three turn square spiral inductor with a patterned ground shield.
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Several previous works have targeted the optimization of geometrical parameters of

an integrated spiral inductor to increase its quality factor. Enumeration is used in [Nik]

where the geometrical parameters are first discretized, then each combination of the

resulting parameter values is simulated, and finally, the parameters that result in the

highestQ are used in the design. This method, although intuitive and simple, can be

highly inefficient, especially when the number of adjustable parameters becomes large

because the time complexity of the enumeration method is exponential with respect to

the number of optimization variables. In [HMBL99], geometric programming is used

to solve the spiral inductor optimization problem. Geometric programming is a power-

ful mathematical programming method based on the assumption that both the objective

function and the constraints are posynomial functions. To satisfy this requirement, the

inductance of the spiral must be extracted using a approximate formula derived from

curve-fitting a large number of pre-fabricated or pre-simulated designs. In addition,

the entire device must be represented by a singleπ model with all the lumped parasitic

components expressed in posynomial functions. The limitation of this method is that

several high frequency effects which are significant at GHz frequency range cannot be

handled by the simple closed form formulas, e.g., in expressing the inductance and the

parasitic resistance of a spiral as posynomial functions, it is impossible to model the

proximity effect which may become significant at frequencies as low as a few hundred

MHz.
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In this work, we propose using sequential quadratic programming (SQP) to op-

timize the quality factor of an integrated spiral inductor.SQP is an iterative math-

ematical programming technique based on the observation that almost any smooth

continuous function can be locally approximated by a quadratic function and it has the

desired property that the local convergence rate is superlinear if the starting point of

the iterations is close enough to the optimal solution. Compared with enumeration,

the SQP algorithm achieves at least an order of magnitude speedup which can signif-

icantly reduce the turn-around time of the design of spiral inductors, and compared

with the geometric programming approach, SQP can be used with any physical model

to optimize the device operating at any frequency, which makes it suitable to a broader

range of applications. The SQP optimizer is built upon a spiral inductor extraction

engine similar to that used in [NM98]. The quality factor andthe effective inductance

of the device are extracted from the two portY parameters, and the well-known prox-

imity effect and skin effect are handled automatically by meshing the metal traces in

the longitudinal direction. We assume that a patterned ground shield exists beneath

the inductor and thus the eddy current in the substrate is notmodeled. In addition,

to make the implementation simple, we have only worked on square spiral inductors.

The rest of the chapter will be organized as follows. Section4.2 formulates the in-

ductance optimization problem. Section 4.3 presents the computation of the quality

factor, effective inductance, and sensitivity of a spiral inductor with respect to design
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parameters. Section 4.4 introduces the SQP algorithm. In Section 4.5, we show the

experimental results, and the summary is provided in Section 4.6.

4.2 Problem Formulation

Fig. 4.1 shows the schematic of a square spiral inductor. Letn, D, w, ands be

the number of turns, outer length, width of a metal trace, andthe space between metal

traces of the spiral, respectively. LetQ(n, D, w, s) andL(n, D, w, s) be the quality

factor and the inductance of the spiral, and letLexp andδ be the targeting inductance

value and the tolerance allowed for the inductance to deviate from the targeting value.

Then the inductance optimization problem is formulated as

maximize Q(n, D, w, s)

subject to (1− δ)Lexp ≤ L(n, D, w, s) ≤ (1 + δ)Lexp

2n(w + s) ≤ D (4.1)

DL ≤ D ≤ DU

wL ≤ w ≤ wU

sL ≤ s ≤ sU

Here, DL, DU , wL, wU , sL, andsU are the lower and upper bounds of the corre-
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sponding optimization variables, respectively. The number of turnsn is treated as a

parameter rather than a variable because it can only take discrete values.D, w, ands

are treated as continuous variables for optimization purposes and may be rounded to

the nearest grid point during the layout generation process. SinceQ andL are both

nonlinear functions of the optimization variables, our formulation produces a nonlinear

optimization problem, which will be solved using the SQP algorithm. To successfully

apply the SQP method, we must be able to accurately computeQ, L and their sen-

sitivities with respect toD, w, ands. We will first discuss how to extractQ andL,

and perform the sensitivity analysis in the next section. The detailed description of the

SQP algorithm will be left to Section 4.4.

4.3 Extraction Engine

4.3.1 Inductance and quality factor extraction

For the simplicity of implementation, we have only considered the square spiral

inductors in this work. The extension to other geometries such as octagonal spirals is

straightforward although computationally more complicated. To extract the inductance

and quality factor, the spiral is first divided into a series connection of metal segments.

The length of each segment should not exceed a small fractionof the wavelength of

the EM wave at the operating frequency of the device such thatit is meaningful to
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model the segments by lumped circuit elements. Fig. 4.2 shows a schematic of the

inductor model that is used in the extraction where each segment is represented by an

equivalentπ model. Each series branch includes the self inductance and the parasitic

resistance of the metal segment itself, and each parallel branch includes the coupling

capacitance to the substrate and the conductance of the substrate. In addition, there are

mutual inductances between parallel segments, and the coupling capacitance between

each pair of parallel segments in adjacent turns are also modeled.

Figure 4.2: A distributedπ model for square spiral inductors.

From [NM98], we know that using modified nodal analysis (MNA), the governing

equation of the circuit can be expressed as




Y C DT −BT

D −ZL 0

B 0 0







V

I

IV




=




0

V1

V2




(4.2)
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whereY C is the AC conductance matrix of the parallel branches,ZL is the AC impedance

matrix of the series branches, D is an upper bidiagonal matrix with 1’s on the diagonal

entries and -1’s on the superdiagonal entries andB =




1 0 . . . 0

0 . . . 0 1


. V andI

are the nodal voltage vector and branch current vector, respectively.IV is the vector of

the current flowing through the two voltage sourcesV1 andV2.

If the entire spiral is modeled by an equivalentπ circuit as shown in Fig. 4.3, the

inductance and the quality factor are given by

L = − 1

2πf
Im(

1

Y12
) (4.3)

and

Q = −Im(Y11)

Re(Y11)
(4.4)

I2I1

V2V1

Figure 4.3: Equivalentπ model of the spiral.

The two portY parameters can be extracted from (4.2). SettingV1 = 1 andV2 = 0,

Y11 is given byY11 = (
IV1

V1

)V2=0 = (IV1
)V1=1,V2=0, while settingV1 = 0 andV2 = 1, Y12
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is given byY12 = (
IV1

V2

)V1=0 = (IV1
)V1=0,V2=1. The total computational cost is one LU

factorization of the coefficient matrix in (4.2) and two forward/backward substitutions.

The method that is used to build theY C andZL matrices is similar to that in [NM98]

and we briefly recapitulate it here. The matrix elements ofY C are given by

Y C
ij =





− 1
ZC

ij

if i 6= j

∑n+1
k=0

1
ZC

ik

if i = j

(4.5)

whereZC
ij is the total impedance between nodei and nodej excluding that of the

series branches, andn + 1 is the total number of nodes excluding the ground node.

All the distributed parasitic capacitances are calculatedusing the simple parallel plate

capacitor equation. More accurate expressions can be foundin [WLM00] or use a

capacitance extraction package such as FastCap [NW91]. To construct theZL matrix,

we divide the relative position of metal segmentsi andj into three categories.

Category 1: Segmentsi andj are perpendicular to each other.

ZL
ij = 0 (4.6)

because there is no mutual inductance between perpendicular segments.
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Category 2: Segmentsi andj are parallel to each other but are on the opposite sides

of the spiral.

ZL
ij = −jωMij (4.7)

whereMij is the mutual inductance between segmentsi and j. For the two wire

segments shown in Fig. 4.4, the mutual inductance is given by

Mij = M(
l1 + l2

2
, d)−M(

l2 − l1
2

, d) (4.8)

where

M(l, d) =
µl

2π
[ln(

√
l2 + d2 + l

d
)−
√

l2 + d2

l
+

d

l
]

+
µl

2π
[

w2l

12d2
√

l2 + d2
− t2l

12d2(d +
√

l2 + d2)
] (4.9)

with w and t representing the width and thickness of each metal segment,respec-

tively [Moh].

1

d

( l2

2l

l

−l1 )/2

Figure 4.4: Configuration of the two metal segments for mutual inductance computa-
tion.
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Category 3: Segmentsi andj are parallel to each other and are on the same side of the

spiral.

Generally, there is no simple closed form formula availablein this case for either

the mutual inductance between segmentsi andj or the self inductance of a segment

because of the presence of skin effect and proximity effect.These two high frequency

effects result in a nonuniform current distribution acrossthe cross section of a metal

segment which invalidates all the formulas based on the assumption that the current

distribution is uniform. As pointed out in [KI01], the proximity effect may become

significant at frequencies as low as a few hundred MHz for integrated spiral inductors,

which means that it should be considered in all simulations of radio frequency devices.

To handle the nonuniform current distributions in metal segments due to skin and

proximity effects, each metal segment is first divided into filaments along the lon-

gitudinal direction and it is assumed that the current distribution in each filament is

uniform [NM98] [WWMS79]. Assume we haven parallel metal segments on each

side of the spiral, theith segment is divided intoNi filaments, and let(i, j) represents

thejth filament of segmenti, we have

Vij =

n∑

k=1

Nk∑

m=1

(rijδkiδjm + jωMij,km)Ikm =

n∑

k=1

Nk∑

m=1

Zij,kmIkm (4.10)
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whereVij is the voltage across filament(i, j), rij is the DC resistance of filament(i, j),

andMij,km is the mutual inductance between filament(i, j) and(k, m), which can be

computed using (4.8) and (4.9). If(i, j) = (k, m) however,Mij,km becomes the self

inductance of filament(i, j) and should be computed using

L =
µl

2π
[ln(

2l

w + t
) + 0.5 + (

√
w2 + t2 + 0.46tw

3l
)− w2 + t2

24l2
] (4.11)

wherel, w, andt are the length, width, and thickness of the filament, respectively [Moh].

Equation (4.10) can be inverted to obtain

Iij =

n∑

k=1

Nk∑

m=1

Yij,kmVkm (4.12)

SinceVkm remains the same for the filaments in the same segment, the total current in

theith segment can be computed using

Ii =

Ni∑

j=1

Iij =

Ni∑

j=1

n∑

k=1

Vk

Nk∑

m=1

Yij,km =

n∑

k=1

(

Ni∑

j=1

Nk∑

m=1

Yij,km)Vk =

n∑

k=1

YikVk (4.13)

Equation (4.13) can be inverted again to obtain

Vi =

n∑

k=1

ZikIk (4.14)
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TheZik’s should be used to construct the portions of theZL matrix corresponding to

the parallel segments on the same side of the spiral.

4.3.2 Sensitivity computation

To apply the SQP method, we must be able to compute the sensitivity of the induc-

tance valueL and quality factorQ with respect to each optimization variable. Letp

represent an optimization variable, then

∂L

∂p
=

1

2πf
Im(

1

Y 2
12

∂Y12

∂p
) (4.15)

and

∂Q

∂p
= −

Im(∂Y11

∂p
)Re(Y11)− Im(Y11)Re(∂Y11

∂p
)

[Re(Y11)]2
(4.16)

From (4.15) and (4.16), we can see that to obtain the sensitivity, we must compute

the partial derivative of theY parameters with respect to the optimization variables.

One way to accomplish this is to use the finite difference approximation which re-

quires one extra simulation for the sensitivity with respect to each optimization vari-

able. Since simulation is an expensive process, we chose to use the adjoint method to

compute the sensitivity which does not require any extra simulation at all.

Since theY parameters can be obtained fromIV in (4.2) by settingV1 andV2 to

appropriate values, the question comes down to the computation of the sensitivity of
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IV with respect to the optimization variables. Note that the value of each optimization

variable only affects the coefficient matrix in (4.2) but notthe right hand side, we

consider the following generalized system of linear equations.

Ax = b (4.17)

whereA is the coefficient matrix withp as the parameter andb is a vector independent

of p, then we have

∂xi

∂p
=
∑

ij

∂xi

∂Aij

∂Aij

∂p
(4.18)

∂Aij

∂p
can be obtained directly from the physical model used to construct the coefficient

matrix, and ∂xi

∂Aij
can be computed using the adjoint method [PRV95], which gives

∂xi

∂Akl

= −ξikxl (4.19)

whereξik is thekth element of vectorξi, andξi is the solution to the equation

AT ξi = ei (4.20)

Hereei is theith column of the identity matrix. Note that (4.20) is extremelyinexpen-

sive to solve because after solving (4.17) using LU factorization, the LU factors ofAT
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can be obtained automatically, i.e.,AT = UT LT if A = LU , and the cost of solving

(4.20) is only one forward/backward substitution.

4.4 SQP Algorithm

Sequential quadratic programming is a versatile method forsolving general non-

linear constrained optimization problems of the form

minimize f(x)

subject to h(x) = 0

g(x) ≤ 0 (4.21)

wheref : Rn → R,h : Rn → Rm, and g : Rn → Rp. Our formulation of the inductor

optimization problem fits perfectly into the framework of (4.21). The Lagrangian of

the problem is defined as

L(x,u,v) = f(x) + uth(x) + vtg(x) (4.22)
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In each iteration of the algorithm, a quadratic subproblem

minimize ∇f(xk)tdx + 1
2
dt

x
Bkdx

subject to ∇h(xk)tdx + h(xk) = 0

∇g(xk)tdx + g(xk) ≤ 0 (4.23)

is formed whereBk is the approximation to the Hessian matrixHL of the Lagrangian

with respect tox. The gradients∇f , ∇h, and∇g are computed using the sensitivity

analysis discussed in section 4.3.2. The quadratic subproblem can be solved efficiently

using any well known method such as the active set method. Ifdk

x
is the solution to

(4.23) in iterationk, the solution to the original problem (4.21) can be updated using

xk+1 = xk + αdk

x
(4.24)

whereα is the step length parameter. As pointed out in [BT95], thereare different

ways that the Hessian matrix of the Lagrangian can be approximated, one of the most

popular ones is due to Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb, and Shanno, whereBk is initially

set to the identity matrix and updated using the formula

Bk+1 = Bk +
yky

t

k

st

k
yk

− Bksks
t

k
Bk

st

k
Bksk

(4.25)
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where

sk = xk+1 − xk (4.26)

yk = ∇xL(xk+1,uk+1,vk+1)−∇xL(xk,uk,vk) (4.27)

To ensure the positive definiteness ofBk, theyk vector is reset to

yk ← θkyk + (1− θk)Bksk (4.28)

if yt

k
sk is not sufficiently positive. Hereθk ∈ [1, 0) is the number closest to 1 such that

yt

k
sk ≥ σst

k
Bksk for someσ ∈ (0, 1) [SQP].

The iteration will continue until the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker condition is satisfied and

thedx vector becomes zero. We have only provided the most basic background of the

SQP algorithm here and will not elaborate on this topic any further. Interested readers

are referred to [BT95] and [NW99].

4.5 Experimental Results

We used the CFSQP package [LZT] as the SQP optimization engine to optimize

the quality factor of square spiral inductors. The inductors are assumed to be fabri-

cated using1µm thick metal with sheet resistance of20mΩ/2 and rest5µm above the
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Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4
Lexp 4.5nH 6nH 12nH 15nH
Freq 2GHz 2GHz 2GHz 1GHz

D bound 150µm/250µm 200µm/400µm 600µm/800µm 600µm/800µm
w bound 2µm/10µm 2µm/20µm 2µm/20µm 2µm/20µm
s bound 2µm/10µm 2µm/10µm 2µm/20µm 2µm/20µm

Num. turns 3 3 3 3
Opt. Result Enum SQP Enum SQP Enum SQP Enum SQP

D 250µm 250µm 400µm 400µm 600µm 600µm 780µm 778.42µm
w 8µm 8.18µm 16µm 17.55µm 10µm 10.92µm 20µm 20µm
s 2µm 2µm 4µm 2µm 4µm 3.53µm 2µm 2µm
L 4.32nH 4.28nH 5.77nH 5.70nH 11.73nH 11.40nH 14.28nH 14.25nH
Q 7.37 7.46 10.53 10.78 6.92 6.96 7.37 7.38

Runtime 170s 11s 2286s 41s 4579s 28s 2179s 22s

Table 4.1: Comparison of the optimization results using SQPand enumeration.

substrate. The lower and upper bound of the optimization variables are provided to the

optimizer as the input and the tolerance of the allowed inductance deviation is set to

5%. Table 4.1 compares the optimization result of four sample inductors using SQP

and enumeration.Lexp andFreq are the expected inductance and operating frequency

of the device.D bound, w bound, ands bound specify the lower and upper bounds of

the outer length, trace width, and the space between metal traces, respectively. For the

SQP method, the initial solution provided to the optimizer is chosen in such a way that

each variable takes the average value of its lower and upper bounds. If this solution is

infeasible, the SQP algorithm will first find a feasible solution automatically and then

start optimization [LZT]. For the enumeration method,D, w, ands are incremented

by 10µm, 2µm, and2µm each time, respectively.

From the result of comparison, we can see that the quality of each optimized design

obtained from SQP is as good as that from enumeration while the runtime of the former
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is at least one order of magnitude smaller than that of the latter. We point out that the

grid we used for the enumeration method is rather coarse, andif a finer grid is used, the

advantage of SQP over enumeration will become even more significant. In addition,

we emphasize that the objective of this work was to demonstrate the speedup that can

be obtained by using the SQP instead of the enumeration algorithm. The code for

extracting the inductance and quality factor is not optimized for speed and accuracy.

However, even if a different program is used to implement theextraction engine, we

can still expect SQP to have similar speedup ratio compared with enumeration.

A subtle point concerning the SQP algorithm versus enumeration is that the op-

timization problem we are solving has not been proven to be a convex program. As

a result, no mathematical programming algorithm can guarantee the finding of the

global optimum, i.e., there is a possibility that the algorithm will stop at a local opti-

mum. However, extensive experiments have shown that most ofthe time, the global

optimum can be found in a single run of the SQP algorithm, and in case the algorithm

does stop at a local optimum in one run, we can still obtain theglobal optimum by run-

ning the algorithm at most a few times starting from different initial points. This will

preserve the validity of our claim that the SQP algorithm is superior to enumeration in

terms of runtime considering the orders of magnitude speedup each single run of SQP

can achieve.
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4.6 Summary

In this work, we used sequential quadratic programming to optimize the quality

factor of integrated spiral inductors. Experimental results have demonstrated that SQP

can achieve at least an order of magnitude speedup compared with enumeration while

maintaining the same quality of the optimized design. Besides its high local conver-

gence rate, another advantage of the SQP method is that it makes no assumption about

the formality of either the objective or the constraint functions, which makes it quite

compatible with physical models derived from first principles.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

The continuing progress in semiconductor manufacturing technologies has sig-

nificantly improved the performance of today’s VLSI circuits. However, it has also

brought about many challenges to CAD tool developers, who play a vital role in im-

proving the quality and reducing the time of circuit design.Two of the most prominent

challenges include properly handling the effects that havebecome important in cir-

cuits with feature size in the nanometer range and developing high efficiency CAD

algorithms to assist the design of ICs containing hundreds of millions of transistors.

In this thesis, we focused on the development of several highefficiency analysis

and optimization algorithms for the computer aided design of electronic circuits. In

the first part of the thesis, several Green function-based thermal simulation algorithms

were presented, and they can be used, respectively, to perform full chip temperature
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profiling, localized thermal analysis, and thermal simulations where the accuracy re-

quirement differs from place to place over the same chip. Theaccuracy and efficiency

of the algorithms were demonstrated through comparisons with the results from a com-

mercial computational fluid dynamic software for thermal analysis.

The second part of the thesis is concerned with reducing the power waste in the

design of stacked-Vdd circuits, which may hold the key to resolving the I/O pin lim-

itation problem in VLSI circuits with high performance and high integration density.

A graph partition-based algorithm was developed for efficiently assigning modules to

different Vdd domains so that the maximum current balance isachieved and the min-

imum amount of power is wasted by the circuit. The effectiveness of this approach

was verified through comparisons with the module assignmentobtained using a bin-

packing technique and the results from a set of random experiments.

As stated previously, the main focus of the second part of thethesis is on the

assignment of modules to two different Vdd domains when the floorplan is given.

Although we have also made some modifications to the floorplanner Parquet so as

to effectively distribute the voltage regulators during the floorplanning process, the

resulting regulator distribution may not be optimal. As a future work, it would be

interesting to develop a strategy that can incrementally adjust the location of each

regulator after the initial floorplan is obtained so that theperformance of the final

design can be further improved.
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Finally, in the last part of the thesis, we used the SQP technique to optimize the

quality factor of on-chip spiral inductors, which are important components in inte-

grated RF circuits. Experimental results show that high quality inductors can be ob-

tained using this approach within a very reasonable amount of time.
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Appendix A

Derivation of the Green Function

In this appendix, we present the derivation of the Green function for the rectangular-

shaped multilayered chip structure. From the definition of the Green function in Sec-

tion 2.2.2, we know that, using the separation of variables,the Green functionG(r, r′)

can be written as

G(r, r′) =
∞∑

m=0

∞∑

n=0

cos
(mπx

a

)
cos
(nπy

b

)
Zmn(z) (A.1)

for a particularr′. Thex andy dependencies in (A.1) ensure that the boundary condi-

tion (2.17) is satisfied. The Poisson’s equation (2.16) now becomes

∞∑

m=0

∞∑

n=0

(
d2Zmn(z)

dz2
− γ2

mnZmn(z)

)
cos
(mπx

a

)
cos
(nπy

b

)
= −δ(r − r′)

kl(r)

(A.2)
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whereγmn =
√(

mπ
a

)2
+
(

nπ
b

)2
. Multiplying both sides of equation (A.2) bycos

(
mπx

a

)

cos
(

nπy
b

)
and integrating overx andy, we obtain

ab

s

(
d2Zmn(z)

dz2
− γ2

mnZmn(z)

)
= −δ(z − z′)

kl(r)

cos

(
mπx′

a

)
cos

(
nπy′

b

)
(A.3)

where

s =






1 if m = n = 0

2 if m = 0, n6=0 or m6=0, n = 0

4 if m6=0, n6=0

(A.4)

Let Zmn(z) = Z ′
mn(z)cos

(
mπx′

a

)
cos
(

nπy′

b

)
. ThenZ ′

mn(z) satisfies the equation

d2Z ′
mn(z)

dz2
− γ2

mnZ
′
mn(z) = −sδ(z − z′)

abkl(r)

(A.5)

Let ls be the layer in which the source pointr′ = (x′, y′, z′) resides. Then for layeri

other thanls, the right hand side of equation (A.5) vanishes. Hence

Z ′ i
mn(z) =





αi
mnz + βi

mn if m = n = 0

αi
mneγmnz + βi

mne−γmnz otherwise

(A.6)

whereZ ′ i
mn(z) representsZ ′

mn(z) in layeri andi6=ls. For layerls, we need to consider

the field pointr above and below the source pointr′ separately. LetZ ′ lUs
mn (z) and
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Z
′ lLs
mn (z) representZ ′

mn(z) above and below the source point in layerls, respectively.

ThenZ
′ lUs
mn (z) can be written as

Z ′ lUs
mn (z) =





α
lUs
mnz + β

lUs
mn if m = n = 0

α
lUs
mneγmnz + β

lUs
mne−γmnz otherwise

(A.7)

A similar expression can be written forZ
′ lLs
mn (z) by replacing all instances ofU in (A.7)

by L. We require thatZ ′
mn(z) be continuous atz = z′, therefore

Z ′ lUs
mn (z)|z=z′ = Z ′ lLs

mn (z)|z=z′ (A.8)

Integrating equation (A.5) fromz′ − ε to z′ + ε whereε is an infinitesimally small

quantity, we obtain

dZ
′ lUs
mn (z)

dz

∣∣∣∣
z=z′
− dZ

′ lLs
mn (z)

dz

∣∣∣∣
z=z′

= − s

abkls

(A.9)

wherekls is the thermal conductivity of layerls. In addition, we also require that
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Z ′
mn(z) satisfies the following set of boundary conditions

∂Z ′ 1
mn(z)

∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=0

= 0 (A.10)

kN
∂Z ′ N

mn (z)

∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=−dN

= hZ ′ N
mn (z)|z=−dN

(A.11)

Z ′ i
mn(z)|z=−di

= Z ′ i+1
mn (z)|z=−di

(A.12)

ki
∂Z ′ i

mn(z)

∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=−di

= ki+1
∂Z ′ i+1

mn (z)

∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=−di

(A.13)

such thatG(r, r′) satisfies the boundary conditions (2.18)-(2.21). Equations (A.8)-

(A.13) are sufficient to determine the sets of coefficientsαmn andβmn for all the layers.

We consider two different cases.

1. m = n = 0

Equations (A.8)-(A.13) now become

α
lUs
00z

′ + β
lUs
00 = α

lLs
00z

′ + β
lLs
00 (A.14)

α
lUs
00 − α

lLs
00 = − 1

abkls

(A.15)

α1
00 = 0 (A.16)

kNαN
00 = h(−αN

00dN + βN
00) (A.17)

− αi
00di + βi

00 = −αi+1
00 di + βi+1

00 (A.18)

kiα
i
00 = ki+1α

i+1
00 (A.19)
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wherei = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1. Equations (A.14)-(A.19) can be solved to obtain

α1
00 = α2

00 = . . . = αls−1
00 = α

lUs
00 = 0 (A.20)

α
lLs
00 =

1

abkls

and αi
00 =

1

abki

wherei > ls (A.21)

βN
00 =

1

abkN

(
kN

h
+ dN

)
(A.22)

βi
00 = βi+1

00 +

(
1

abki
− 1

abki+1

)
di

wherei = lLs , ls + 1, . . . , N − 1 (A.23)

β1
00 = β2

00 = . . . = βls−1
00 = β

lUs
00 = β

lLs
00 +

z′

abkls

(A.24)

2. m6=0 or n6=0

Equations (A.8)-(A.13) now become

αlUs
mne

γmnz′ + βlUs
mne−γmnz′ = αlLs

mneγmnz′ + βlLs
mne

−γmnz′ (A.25)

(αlUs
mn − αlLs

mn)eγmnz′ − (βlUs
mn − βlLs

mn)e−γmnz′ = − s

abklsγmn
(A.26)

α1
mn = β1

mn (A.27)

kNγmn(αN
mne

−γmndN − βN
mne

γmndN ) = h(αN
mne

−γmndN + βN
mneγmndN ) (A.28)

αi
mne

−γmndi + βi
mne

γmndi = αi+1
mn e−γmndi + βi+1

mn eγmndi (A.29)

ki(α
i
mne

−γmndi − βi
mneγmndi) = ki+1(α

i+1
mn e−γmndi − βi+1

mn eγmndi) (A.30)
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From equations (A.29) and (A.30), we obtain




αi+1
mn

βi+1
mn


 =

1

2ki+1




ki+1 + ki (ki+1 − ki)e
2γmndi

(ki+1 − ki)e
−2γmndi ki+1 + ki







αi
mn

βi
mn




(A.31)

and




αi
mn

βi
mn


 =

1

2ki




ki + ki+1 (ki − ki+1)e
2γmndi

(ki − ki+1)e
−2γmndi ki + ki+1







αi+1
mn

βi+1
mn




(A.32)

Equations (A.31) and (A.32) can be used to obtainαi+1
mn and βi+1

mn from αi
mn

andβi
mn, or obtainαi

mn andβi
mn from αi+1

mn andβi+1
mn . From equation (A.27)

and (A.31), we know that all theαi
mn andβi

mn for i = 1, 2, . . . , ls − 1, lUs are

proportional toα1
mn = β1

mn. Let

αi
mn = αi∗

mnα
1
mn (A.33)

βi
mn = βi∗

mnα
1
mn (A.34)

wherei = 1, 2, . . . , ls − 1, lUs . Then apparentlyα1∗
mn = β1∗

mn = 1, and from

equation (A.31), we can obtain the numerical values ofαi∗
mn andβi∗

mn for i =
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1, 2, . . . , ls − 1, lUs . From equation (A.28), we obtain

βN
mn =

kNγmn − h

kNγmn + h
e−2γmndN αN

mn (A.35)

and from equation (A.32), we know that all theαi
mn andβi

mn for i = N, N −

1, . . . , ls + 1, lLs are proportional toαN
mn. Let

αi
mn = αi∗

mnα
N
mn (A.36)

βi
mn = βi∗

mnα
N
mn (A.37)

whereN, N − 1, . . . , ls + 1, lLs . Then apparentlyαN∗
mn = 1, and from equations

(A.35) and (A.32), we can obtain the numerical values ofαi∗
mn andβi∗

mn for i =

N, N − 1, . . . , ls + 1, lLs . Equations (A.25) and (A.26) now become

(αlUs ∗
mneγmnz′ + βlUs ∗

mne−γmnz′)α1
mn = (αlLs ∗

mneγmnz′ + βlLs ∗
mne−γmnz′)αN

mn (A.38)

(αlUs ∗
mneγmnz′ − βlUs ∗

mne−γmnz′)α1
mn − (αlLs ∗

mneγmnz′ − βlLs ∗
mne−γmnz′)αN

mn = − s

abklsγmn

(A.39)

The numerical values ofα1
mn and αN

mn can be obtained by solving equations

(A.38) and (A.39). Then from equations (A.33), (A.34), (A.36), and (A.37), we

can obtain the numerical values of allαi
mn andβi

mn.
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Hence, we have obtained the analytical solution of the GreenfunctionG(r, r′) in the

form

G(r, r′) =
∞∑

m=0

∞∑

n=0

cos
(mπx

a

)
cos
(nπy

b

)
cos

(
mπx′

a

)
cos

(
nπy′

b

)
Z ′

mn(z, z′)

(A.40)

where we have written theZ ′
mn(z) asZ ′

mn(z, z′) in the above expression since the

coefficientsαi
mn andβi

mn both depend onz′.
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